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A MEASUREMENT OF THE ANOMALOUS GYROMAGNETIC RATIO 
OF THE MUON 

* t G. Schrank and G. R. Henry 

Princeton University and 
Lawrence Radiation Laboratory 

University of California 
Berkeley, California 

and 

R. Swanson 

University of California, San Diego 

October 28, 1965 

ABSTRACT 

A measurement of (g-2) for the free, positive muon was made. The 

value obtained was (g- 2}f.L ~ 2(0. 00106 ± 0. 00006 7) and is to be compared 

with the theoretical value of 2(0.0011654). 

The technique consisted of trapping polarized muons, one at a time, 

in an essentially homogeneous, 28-kG magnetic field for about eight muon 

lifetimes. While in this field, the muon undergoes cyclotron motion (w ) 
c 

and its magnetic dipole moment also precesses (w ) about the magnetic field 
p 

vector. The difference frequency (w - cu ) was measured and this quantity, 
c p 

in appropriate units, is (g- 2) . 
f.L 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In this report a measurement of the g-factor of the free, positive 

muon is described. The g-factor is defined as the ratio of the muon 1 s 

magnetic moment (about 1 in units of e11/2m
0

c) to the muon 1 s spin 

(e qua 1 to 1/2 in units of 11). Here in the Introduction a few remarks on 

the purpose of the measurement are followed by a brief, descriptive outline 

of the experime:p.t. The main body of the report consists of an outline of the 

theory, detailed descriptions of the apparatus, procedures of the experiment, 

and analysis of the data~ 

The muon occupies a unique position among the current spectrum of 

11 elementary 11 particles. All experiments to date indicate that it is nothing 

more than a heavy electron. That is, when the weak interaction' is neglected, 

the muon interacts only electromagnetically with all other particles. In 

addition, it is electromagnetically orthogonal to its ground state (the electron)-

i.e. , f.l -+ e + 'I is not observed. Although no quantitatively correct theory 

of strong interactions exists, the electromagnetic interactions are properly 

described by today' s Quantum Electrodynamics. Given the photon-electron

muon system, QED can compute correctly the interactions among them. 

But QED is not constructed to account for any underlying connection be

tween these objects. Consequently, the central question in the electro

magnetic world today is, 11 Why the muon ? 11 • Indeed, since so much is 

known about the electromagnetic world, it is not too much to hope that a 

solution of the muon problem might point the way to a solution of the more 

complex problem of the strongly interacting particles. In any event, just 

because it ~possible to compute with 'QED, any experiment that measures 

a property of the muon is in part a test of QED and, separately, is also 

potentially capable of solving the muon puzzle. 

Adding to the interest of this measurement of (g- 2) is the precision 
f.l 

with which the g-factor can be determined. QED predicts (Refs. 1 to 9) that 

gf.l = 2(1.001165). But, by means of the appropriate experimental procedure, 

it is possible to measure directly the quantity (g-2) . Since (g-2) = 
f.l f.l 

2(0.001165), a measurement of (g-2) to a given precision yields a value for 
f.l 

g that is about 1000 times more precise. Consequently it is (g-2)f.l rather 

than g directly that was measured in this experiment. 
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Our technique of the (g-2) measurement can be described in a few 
f.l. 

words. Muons were trapped in a uniform magnetic field, and the precession 

frequency oJ the spin vector was compared to the cyclotron frequency of the 

momentum vector. The difference between these two frequencies, experi

mentally determined, is proportional to (g-2) for the muon. This work 
f.l. 

was started in 1960 (Ref. 10), when the CERN group (Refs. 11-14) was 

measuring the same quantity. Our goal was to obtain an independent and, 

we hoped, a more accurate result. As our work progressed, it became 

apparent that our accuracy would not be as good as. theirs; but since our 

experimental setup was so different from the CERN apparatus, any 

systematic errors would probably be different; and since the g-factor is 

of considerable theoretical interest, our experiment was pursed until a 

result was obtained. In brief, and stated in the most favorable way, our 

result indicates that if QED breaks down at small distances, the break

down occurs at dimensions smaller than the numbers given in the following 

table: 

-Table I. Limits of validity of quantum electrodynamics 

Photon propagator 
cutoff 

Dispersion cutoff 

Princeton
U ni v. of Cali£, 

A~0.25BeV/c 
-13 

~O ~ 0. 8,)(10 em 

A~ 0.4 BeV/c 
-13 

?-..0 ~ 0.5X10 em 

CERN 

A ~ 1 BeV /c 
-13 1\

0 
~ 0. 2)(10 em 

A~ 1. 7. BeV/c 
-13 

A.o ~ 0. 1 ZJ( 1 0 c m 

A block diagram of the apparatus if shown in Fig. 1. A longitudinally 

polarized 150-MeV /c muon beam (Ref. 15) enters the central region of a 

uniform-field air-core de solenoid through a gap in the windings. The 

beam is degraded to about 40 MeV/c with B
4

C blocks; some multiple scat

tering of the beam also takes place in these blocks. Those muons leaving 

the blocks with sufficiently small pitch angles, defined by an s
1 

S 2S 3 f.l. counter 

coincidence, are trapped inside the solenoid between two magnetic mirrors, 
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Block diagram of (g- 2) apparatus. \J. 
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one at each end of the uniform-field region. The bottom mirror is de, but 

the upper mirror is pulsed and turned on only after the muon has entered the 

uniform-field region. One muon at a time is trapped in this way and in

spected. The trapped muon, drifting slowly up and down between the two 

mirrors, moves essentially in the transverse plane of the solenoid 

field. Its orbit is a helix of shallow (<5°) pitch angle. 

The muon enters the uniform field with its spin ~ antiparallel to its 

velocity vector :;., a.nd, if g were exactly equal to 2, these two vectors 

would remain parallel "for eve r 11 in the magnetic field. But g does not equal 

2 exactly and, as is discussed in detail in Sec. II, the spin vector precesses 

( w ) about 0.1% faster than the cyclotron frequency (w ). Consequently, the 
p c 

spin vector slowly drifts into the radial direction and on around to the parallel 

position, as shown in Fig. (2a). As described in .Sec. II, the difference fre

quency (w - w ) is proportional to (g-2) . This experiment, then, consists 
p c f.l. 

of a measurement of the angle between the spin vector 0' and the velocity 

vector v as a function of time. 

The technique that we used to watch this angle utilizes the circum

stance that one can determine the muon 1 s spin direction by measuring the 

radiation pattern of electrons when the muon decays: f.l.- e + v 1 + v 2 . 

The electron-distribution function from f.l. + decay is: 
2 

. N(x,e) dx dQ = ~n [ (3- 2x) + (2x-1) cos e] dx d~ , (1) 

where N(x,e) = the probability of one 1 s observing an electron of energy 

x (in units of its maximum value x :::: 2E/m ) come out at an angle e with m . f.l. 
respect to the muon 1 s spin vector in the rest frame of the muon. This 

pattern can be visualized in Fig. 3 for electrons with x = 0. 75. In this 

experiment the muon is kept inside the trap until it decays and those decay 

electrons that escape through the bottom end of the solenoid are observed 

(e 1 e 2 coincidence in Fig. 1 ). 

However, one more operation is required before the 0' · v angle - -
can be inferred from these escaping electrons. On Figs. 2(a) and 3, when 

one looks along the z axis, one always 11 sees 11 the 0' vector from its 

11 side, 11 regardless of the a . :! angle; thus no information on this angle is 

obtained. It is necessary to flip the spin vector a by means of a current -
pulse through a rod that runs along the solenoid axis (see Fig. 1). From Fig. 

2(b) and the right-hand rule, it is seen that the Be field produced by this 
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z 

'---v Afterl'::!750 
cyclotron 
revolutions 

z z z 

'-- <T' Afte• fUpp;n~Upp;ng _......_v_A_f~ter flipping 
at!'::! 250 ~6o at !'::! 750 
cyclotron cyclotron cyclotron 
revolutions revolutions revolutions 

MU-30297 

Fig. 2(a). Muon motion in a homogeneous magnetic field. The 
spin precesses about 0.1% faster then the velocity, 
(b) Effect of spin-flip. The spin-flip pulse flips the radial 
component of the spin into the z direction; and leaves the 
azimuthal component unchanged. 
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MUB-8648 

Fig. 3. Muon decay pattern for an outgoing electron energy of 
40 MeV. 
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current pulse has no effect on the spin if the pulse is applied when !!.. is 

either parallel or antiparallel to !' and that the spin precesses around 

this pulsed Be field if the pulse is applied when !!.. has a radial compon

ent. Indeed, in general, the radial component of ~ is flipped by the 

central-rod pulse, leaving the azimuthal component of ~ unchanged; by 

the proper choice of total charge in this pulse, the flip angle is made equal 

to 90°, i.e., the flip pulse effects the transformation 

ar 0 0 1 l a r 

ae = 0 1 0 ae (2) 

a -1 0 0 I a z z 

After the flip, a~ remains constant as the muon drifts back and forth be-
z 

tween the mirrors. 

Finally electron counters (e 1 e 2 ) are gated on only after the above

described flip pulse has been applied. Thus, they 11 see 11 an electron with a 

probability (au) given by the radial component a just before flipping. z r 
Figures 2 and 3 show that a maximum probability for detecting a decay 

electron occurs at a flip time corresponding to 250 cyclotron revolutions, 

a minimum probability at a flip time corresponding to 750 cyclotron revo

lutions, etc. If the muon decays before the flip pulse is applied, its elec

tron does not come within the electron gate and cannot be counted. There

fore the probability of seeing the decay electron, as a function of 

time of flip pulse (not of time of decay), takJs the form of a muon-decay 

curve with a superposed sinusoid (see Fig. 4). The frequency of this super

posed sinusoid is ( w -w ) and is proportional to (g-2)
11 

• 
c p r-

The overall experimental sequence of events leading to the final data 

(Fig. 4),can now be outlined. Refer again to Fig. 1, where a 150-MeV/c 

~) polarized muon beam enters the counter telescope s
1 
s2s3 . The B

4 
C blocks 

between s2 and S 3 degrade this momentum down to around 40 MeV /c. 

~ Muons around this lower, trappable momentum spiral through the collimator 

in the throat of the solenoid and pass through the fl.-counter which is made 

of a strip of 0.010 inch thick plastic scintillator viewed by two photomulti

pliers. Only a small fraction of the initial beam passes through s 1s2s 3 fl. 

A coincidence between the two f.l-counter phototubes and s3 (denoted 
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500 

400 

300 

C\J 200 
Cl) 

fl. decoy curve Q) 

.n 
'E 
:;) 
0 
u 
&:: e 100 u 

..!!! --..... , 
Cl) 

' - ' 0 \ 
Q; \ 
..c \ 
E 50 :;) 

z <9 -2) Sinusoid~ 
40 1s superposed , 

on decoy curve ' 

' 30 ...... _ 

20 

Time (after entry) that flip pulse is applied (fl. sec) 

MU-30298 

Fig. 4. Number of decay electrons from trapped muons vs the 
time at which the spin-flip pulse is applied. 
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hereafter by flT) is considered to indicate a trappable :muon, defines time 

t = 0, and initiates the logic program. There are five basic parts in this 

logic program: First, the top (pulsed) mirror is turned on as rapidly as 

possible after the flT coincidence. Second, at a specific chosen time after 

flT' the spin-flip pulse is applied at any one of 64 discrete times from 0. 7 

to 7[lsec after flT' in 0.1-[lsec steps. Third, after the spin-flip pulse has 

been applied, the gate on (e 1 e 2 ) is opened for a fixed (very long) interval to 

look for the decay electron. The electron count, if it comes, is stored in a 

pulse-height analyzer (FHA), each of whose 64 channels represents one 

particular flip-pulse time. Fourth, after the close of the (e 1 e 2 ) gate, the 

logic is advanced one unit so that the next trapped muon will be flipped after 

precessing 0.1 flSec longer than the preceding one. This steppping procedure 

runs from 0. 7 to 7[lsec (as described above) and then starts again at the 

0. 7-[lsec delay. Finally, if at any time after flT (t = 0) either of the muon 

anticounters A.1 or A.2 or the [l-counter itself 11 sees 11 a muon, the elec

tron gate is closed- -since this means that the muon was not trapped for the 

full precession interval, due to multiple scattering in fl, or some other 

cause. 

Finally (as previously stated), the electron (e
1

e
2

) data in the FHA 

will form a curve as indicated by the dotted line in Fig. 4, and a calibrated 

time scale on the abscissa will give a measurement of (g-2) . 
fl 
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II. THEORY 

A. The Anomalous Gyromagnetic Ratio of the Muon 

The story of anomalous g-factors really begins with the discovery 

that the electron has spin. Classically, there is an intrinsic relation be

tween the angular momentum of a charged particle (or charge distribution) 

and its magnetic moment. A charged particle moving in a circle has orbital 

angular momentum 

L= mvr 

where m= particle mass 

v - particle speed 

r - particle orbit radius 

e - particle charge, 

and it creates a magnetic dipole field around the "current (i) loop 11 with 

moment 

= 

= 

Thus 

fl = 

ve 
(2nr) 

1 
2 

eL 
2m 

evr. 

2 
'TTr 

This relation between fl and L holds for charge distributions also, as 

(3) 

long as p ex p ; that is, as long as the charge and mass densities have 
e m 

the same ratio throughout the distribution. Therefore it was expected in 

the early part of this century that for the electron, 

eL 
2m= 

e 
2m 

That this could not be the case was discovered in the laboratory by obser

vations of the anomalous Zeeman effect exhibited by many elements. 

Therefore, the formula was modified to 

,_ e li J L 2m ( z:) , (4) 

where g defines the gyromagnetic ratio, a dimensionless number. It was 

experimentally established that g .:::: 2, and since the classical theory implied 
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that g should be unity, this g-factor was for a long time called the 

anomalous gyromagnetic ratio of the electron. 

With the introduction of the Dirac equation in 1926, the situation 

changed sharply. ·By using the Dirac equation to find the electron energy 

eigenstates in a magnetic field, one finds that g is predicted to be exactly 
\j.' 

equal to 2. This triumph of the Dirac equation changed the g-factor of 2 

from an anomaly to an 11 expected 11 ,result. 

Quantum field theory changed the picture again (Refs. 1 to 9). The 

quantization of both the electromagnetic and the Dirac electron fields gives 

rise to vacuum fluctuations in the photon and electron populations. These 

fluctuations are analogous to the zero-point energy of the harmonic oscillator, 

and they interact with the particle described by the Dirac equation; but the 

interactions are in principle unobservable and have the net effect of changing 

the observed properties of the electron. Thus the Dirac equation is inter

preted as giving the properties of the 11 bare 11 particle, without these inter

actions, whereas laboratory observed quantities necessarily include the 

interactions. 

Any text on quantum electrodynamics discusses the calculation of 

anomalous g-factors. It is possible to give a brief verbal account of the 

physics involved without getting too involved in the computational details. 

The physics rests upon Dirac 1 s 
16 

original quantum mechanical formulation 

of the theory of emission and absorption of photons by an electromagnetic 

system (since any interaction problem can be described in these terms), 

and upon the subsequent development of this theory in which the appearance 

of infinite quantities was overcome- -to some extent. According to the rules 

of quantum mechanics, the amplitude (afi) for the transition of an elec

tromagnetic system, from state i at time t = 0 to state f at time t = T, 

under the influence of a periodic perturbation potential .6-H=U~!)e±iwt:, is 

afi = 1 ~; L'>H ~i d4x (5) 

= - (;)I exp(iwft) Ufi exp(±iwt) exp(-iwit) dt, 
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where c.J. _ energy of state j 
J 1i 

Thus 

And 

where 

Ufi E time -independent matrix element COnnecting the tWO states, 

4 . 2 (T~ ) 
Slll 211 
~2 

(16) 

(7) 

For the emission and absorption of photons, the periodic potential is 

the vector potential describing the photon involved, and the wave function 

lj; is the solution of the appropriate wave equation for the matter involved. 

Aside from computational problems- -such as the representation, the gauge, 

and c numbers vs q numbers- -there are two points to be made regarding 

this transition amplitude .. First, as~ T ') oo, the amplitude has a finite 

value only for w = wf - wi, that is, energy is conserved. Second, the ampli

tude has a finite value for small T for an arbitrary w just so long as 

T~/21'1 < 1; this means that an electron can emit and absorb with finite =: 
amplitude the same photon within time interval T without conserving 

energy ( wf = wi but w > 0 ) . In short, 11 inside the uncertainty principle" 

anything goes and all transitions are possible. 

Such 11virtual 11 effects contribute infinities to the detailed computation 

of any transition-matrix element. Some of these divergences are due only 

to mathematical problems and can be eliminated. Others, much more serious 

in character, are eliminated in two steps. In the first step the infinite parts 

are separated from the finite (observable) parts of the matrix elements. In 

the second step, all these infinite parts can be combined in a 11 natural 11 way 

with the two phenomenological constants m
0 

and e
0

. These divergences 

are then eliminated by a redefinition of mass and charge. l Although this 

technique is applicable to computations such as energy-level shifts in atoms 

and g-factor corrections, it is not applicable to the computation of a 
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number for the physical mass of the electron or the muon. And even where 

it does work, its beauty is not overwhelming. It is simply a tacked-on pre

scription that has been found to give finite numbers for some problems, 

numbers which, so far, agree with experimental values in an astonishing 

fashion. ] It has been shown that this 11 renormalization 11 procedure can be 

consistently applied to all orders of the perturbation expansion, i.e. , to 

the emission and absorption of any number of photons and pairs. 

In particular, to order e 
2

, the relevant graphs are 

(b) (c) 

(d) 

Evaluating these graphs for the electron {or muon) in a static external field 

(this experiment), one finds that (d), the vacuum polarization term, gives 

no contribution. Graphs (c), the mass renormalization terms, are infinite 

but cancel the leading divergence in graphs {b). The remaining part of (b), 

the self-energy terms, combine with (a), the vertex term, to give the finite 

result a/n . 

By such techniques, the correction, to fourth order, to the Dirac 

g-factor of the electron and of the muon has been computed by several 

people (Refs. 1 to 9). For the electron, the computed result is 
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[ a a 2 J (g-2) = (-)- 0.656 (-) + ... 
el n n 

= 2 [o.oo11596]. 
a a 2 

The best measurement to date (Refs. 17to 21)gives (g-2) 
1 
=-- (0.654±0.01){-) 

e 1T 1T 

For the muon the computed result is 

[ a a 2 J (g-2)fl= (-:rr)+1.50(:rr) +··· 

= 2 [o.oo11654J, 

where a is the fine-structure constant = 1/137 . The series converge 

rapidly since a/n = 1/500 . 

The source of the difference between the muon and electron g-factors 

is easily described physically. The electron calculation is carried out as 

if the universe were populated only with electrons and photons; in particular, 

the vacuum fluctuations of all particles except the electron itself may be 

neglected, since all other particles are very much heavier than the electron. 

If a similar program is carried out in computing the muon g-factor (only 

muons and photons), the result is identical to that of the electron. In the 

case of the muon, however, not all other particles may be validly neglected; 

the much lighter electron, through its vacuum fluctuations, strongly affects 

the fourth-order perturbation calculation. Thus the difference in g-factors 

is not due to different theoretical techniques, but is due instead to the dif

ferent places occupied by muon and electron in the elementary-particle 

mass spectrum. 

The deviation of g from 2, predicted by quantum field theory, is 

now the quantity enjoying the name 11 anomalous gyromagnetic ratio 11 of the 

electron (or muon). It is this deviation, (g- 2) , that is measured in this 
fL 

experiment. 
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B. Muon Motion in the Solenoid 

Before discus sing in detail the motion of the muon in the solenoid, we 

note that, as Bloch has pointed out (Ref. 22) the expectation value of the 

spin operator must necessarily have the same time dependence as one would 

obtain from the classical equations of motion. Since in this experiment 

only the expectation value of the muon spin is observed, a quantum-mechanical 

description of the spin is unnecessary. Similarly, a classical description of 

the muon position and velocity suffices, since the product 2l.p 2l.q is many 

orders of magnitude larger than 1i in this experiment. 

1. Nonrelativistic Motion 

In first approximation, the muons in this experiment move non

relativistically through a homogeneous magnetic field. This simple case 

will be considered first, and the modifications due to special relativity, 

field gradients in the mirrors, and pulsed fields will be considered later. 

The classical equations of motion for a charged particle with a 

magnetic dipole moment are 

and 

where 

ds 
cit= g/2 

dv 

dt 
e 

m 

e 
- (s X B) 
m- -

{v X B) 

e = electric charge (positive} 

m = rest mass 

s = spin angular momentum 

g = gyromagnetic ratio 

B = magnetic field 

v = velocity (constant 1n a pure B field} 

w
0 

= cyclotron frequency = eB/m 

( 8) 

(9) 

The solutions of these equations are most easily examined when they 

are expressed in cylindrical coordinates in which the z axis is the solenoid 

symmetry axis, r is the radius vector from the z axis to the muon, and 

f) is the direction orthogonal to ~ and ~ so that ; XfJ = "z (a circumflex 
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indicates a unit vector). For the uniform-field case, (the simplest solution), 

the muon velocity (concentric orbit) is: 

ve = - v COS E 

v = 0 
r 

( 10) 

v = v sin E: 
z 

Thus the muon moves in a right circular helix of pitch angle ~ . The solu

tion for the spin equation in the same coordinate system is 

s e = ( s cos e ) cos w ~t 

sr = (s cos E) sin wb..t 

s =- (s sin ~ ) , 
z 

(11) 

where, at t = 0, s and + v are antiparallel (true for a f.L coming from pion -
decay) 

w D.. = (g/2-1) (eB/m) 

Since the velocity is described in this coordinate system with no 

explicit time dependence, the time dependence in the spin equations describes 

the spin motion with respect to the velocity. For example, if g = 2, the spin 

and velocity equations of motion become identical, and the explicit time de

pendence in the spin solutions disappears. This disappearance indicates 

that there is no time dependence in the relative spin and velocity orientation, 

and that if at t = 0, s and v are antiparallel, they remain so forever. - -
In fact, (g/2-1) ~- 0.001, so that wb..z 0.001 X w

0
, and the muon -spin 

slowly precesses with respect to the velocity. In the nonrelativistic approxi

mation, the rate of spin precession and the cyclotron frequency of the muon 

are not functions of velocity. Thus a spread of muon energies in the solenoid 

has no 11 smearing'' effect on the (g-2) spin precession and, rather remarkably, 
f.L 

this continues to hold true even in the relativistic region. 

2. Effect of Mirrors 

If the field were perfectly homogeneous, the muons would not be 

confined to a finite volume, but would continue to drift down the z axis in 

an infinite helix. Thus, some field deformation or perturbation is required 

to confine the muons to a finite region. The technique used (borrowed from 

plasma physics) was to increase B slightly for 
z 

I z I :;:,:. 14 inches. Al-

though the general 11 magnetic mirror" problem is quite complicated, a 

J., 
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limiting case applicable to our situation is very simple. The first approxi

mation we require is that B does not vary radially, and that the field is 
z 

cylindrically symmetric. Then from '\1 B = 0, '\1 X B = 0, we find -
aB 

B 
r z 

= 2 az r 

Be = 0 ( 12) 

B = B (z) 
z z 

Second, we consider only the case where 0 ~ E ~ 0.1 radian and 

where (a B joz) 21Tn: < < B . In this case we can find a relation between 
z . z 

the incremental 11mirror'' field and E , the maximum helix pitch angle 
max 

that can be reflected. The condition for reflection is clearly that v - 0 z 
Since 

and since 

vd(sin 8) = z~t = 

r = mv 
eB z 

e 
m 

V COS E 

aB 
z 

-az~t, ( 13) 

d (sinE)=-
cos e 

2 sin E 

dB z 
B z 

( 14) 

and since 
COS E :::s 1 for 0 ~ E ~ 0.1, 

dB (15) 
z 

B z 

Therefore, for reflection, we must have 

for 

~B 
z 

~= 
z 

. 2 
s1n 

E :::: 0.1 radian, 
max 

E 
max 
~B z 
B z 

::::: 0.01 

In this derivation several approximations were made; we ignored 

(16) 

e 
v B , the variation of m z r r as B increases, and nonconcen

z 

tricities that could arise if the ~B variation occurred over a distance 
z 

~ 2 1T E r. ln fact, these small corrections are quite unimportant and are 

easily computed by perturbation methods. It is o£ course crucial that the 

muon spin not be depolarized by the magnetic mirrors. This question, 
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somewhat more complicated than the problem of orbits in the mirrors, is 

discussed in Ref .23. The conclusion is that although passage of a muon 

through one·mirror does introduce some change in the muon polarization 

relative to its pas sage through a uniform field, pas sage through the opposite 

mirror produces cancellation effects, and the average polarization change 

due to the mirrors vanishes when averaged over several reflections. Here 

the mirror at positive z has been considered. The same results apply 

to the negative z mirror. A convenient approximate model of the solenoid 

magnetic mirrors is obtained by taking a B I a z = canst, so that z 

~a~~) 4 in. "0.01 Bz 

3. Observation of the Muon-Spin Direction 

As pointed out in Sec. I, no information about the muon-spin direc

tion in: the r,e plane can be obtained by observing the electrons emitted 

along the z axis. ·Yet it is in the r, 8 plane that the characteristic (g-2)1-1 

motion occurs. A way around this problem is offered by the 11 spin-flip 11 

pulse discussed in the Introduction, which as a first approximation may be 

considered to convert S into s. (and vice versa) at a chosen time. A 
r z 

current down the z axis produces an azimuthal (Be) field, which clearly 

has the desired effect, if the field strength and duration of the pulse are 

properly adjusted. Thus, for a 90 o 11 flip 11
, 

~ =j w dt = 2 s [
fl-oE (g/2)] fi dt = [ fl-oe (g/~) J 
2rr rm 2rr rm 

Q, ( 1 7) 

and it seems that the proper spin flip can be obtained simply by passing the 

correct charge down the z axis, regardless of the pulse length. Actually, 

this is not quite the whole story. The pulse should be long compared to the 

muon 1 s period of revolution so that nonconcentric orbits 11 see 11 a Be that 
' is averaged over their orbits. Otherwise, the spin is flipped too far (if the 

muon is close to the z axis) or not far enough (if the muon is far from the 

z axis). In Appendix D we show that if the flip pulse is long enough (adiabatic 

with respect to the cyclotron motion), the noncentric muons are flipped the 

same amount as the concentric ones. 

At the same time, the flip pulse should be short compared to the 

(g-2) precession period; otherwise it is impossible to flip any spin 
fl. 

.\ 
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component in the r, B plane into the z direction. The situation is 

analogous to an electron resonance experiment where the spin cannot be 

flipped over if the rf field is too weak. For a pulse that is square in time, 

we must have Bflip ~ Bz~- ( 2/ gD in order to achieve a 90 ° spin flip. The 

component of s in the r, e plane that is flipped by the spin-flip pulse into 

the z direction depends on the value of Bflip' This is illustrated in Table II. 

Thus we see that it is in fact S that is flipped into the z direction only 
r 

if Bflip - oo • The exact linear combination of Sr and s8 that is flipped 

into the z direction is dependent on the shape of the flip pulse in time. The 

combination used in this experiment is described in Sec. III. D. The com

bination of Sr and s
8 

that is actually flipped into the z direction is ir

relevant as long as it is identical for every flip pulse (i.e. , as long as the 

flip pulse has the same shape and magnitude every time, as is the case here). 

Table II. Effect of magnitude of Bflip 

on which component of J_ 1 is flipped. 

Magnitude of Bflip Component of. § . .L which is flipped 

Bflip 

Bflip 

- QO 

- 2 
g (g/2-1)B0 

4. Relativistic Motion 

s 
-r 

There are several ways of obtaining the classical relativistic equa

tions of motion for a particle with charge, spin, and magnetic moment. 

The simplest one is to write the equations of motion for the particle in its 

rest frame in a covariant way (Ref. 24). Then this covariant formulation 

gives the unique extension to other Lorentz frames. 

Since we are interested in the spin of the particle, we must find 

some covariant generalization of the spin in the particle 1 s rest frame. The 

relativistic generalization of a three-component axial vector (e. g., angular 

momentum) is a rank-two tensor, and spin motion may be discussed in 

terms of this tensor. A somewhat simpler scheme is used by Bargmann 

et al. (Ref. 25). They defined a polarization four-vector as: 

S = (s0 , .§_). In the particle• s rest frame (R), S = (0, .§_). 
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Therefore, in all frames where U = four velocity. For a 

particle of rest mass m, charge e, and gyromagnetic ratio g, 

dS (~:) [ F · S + ( S · F · U) U] ( 18) dT = 

In homogeneous fields one also has 

dU = 
dT ( 19) 

Therefore, for homogeneous fields, 

dS = dT l g/2 F · S + (g/2-1) (S · F · U) U] . 
m 
e 

(20} 

Solution of the two last equations yields the result that for circular 

motion perpendicular to a pure ~ field (both with respect to the laboratory 

frame), the g-2 frequency w.6. = l (g/2)-1] eB/m = (g/2-1) w
0

, where 

w0 is the zero-energy cyclotron frequency. This most remarkable 

,:, We follow the conventions of Bargmann et al., namely: c = i1 = 1, 
0 1 2 3 0 

coordinate four-vector of components x = t, x , x , x : x = (x , ~). The 

symbol T is proper time; a dot between symbols means contraction of 

neighboring indices with the metric tensor (e. g. , x . x =(xO) 2 - £), metric 

tensor 

1 0 0 0 ro -E 
1 

-E 
2 

-E 
3 

0 -1 0 0 and Faj3 E1 0 -B3 Bz 
gaj3= = 

0 0 -1 0 E2 B3 0 -B 
1 

0 0 0 -1 E3 -B B1 0 
2 ..J 

•• 
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result shows that for the conditions assumed, w L:l. is not a function of the 

particle velocity. Thus, in the extreme relativistic region, the spin could 

make many rotations in each complete cyclotron revolution. 

Although the above result is completely valid, the underlying physics 

is somewhat obscured, perhaps, by the covariant formulation adopted, For 

our simple case in which only a constant homogeneous magnetic field is 

present, B = B , we can achieve the above result by another method. We z 
examine the case where the particle motion is confined to the transverse 

(X-Y) plane. The orbital motion is circular, of course, with an angular 

I 21 2 ··1/2 frequency w = w
0 

'(, where '( = (1 - v c ) · o To examine the motion 

of the spin of the particle, we make a Lorentz transformation to the particle•s 

rest frame (R), expressing quantities in (R) as primed quantities and taking 

R as the particle 1s velocity in the lab system. Since B 113, B 1 = B 1 = '( B , 
J:: H"'~H'A z z 
and the spin precesses at an angular frequency w• s = g/2 -yw0 o Because of 

time dilation, then, we are tempted to write for the spin precession frequency 

in the lab system y,;s = (g/2)w
0

; this is, however, incorrect because we have 

not allowed for Thomas precession of the spin (due to the circular motion 

of the particle), which would be present even in the absence of any dynamic 

interaction affecting the spin (Thomas precession .is a purely kinematic 

effect). The Thomas precession is given by (Ref. 26). 

SlThomas = w (i--y) ' (21 ) 

where w is the orbital angular frequency as above" Thus we have 

w = (g/2) w + ~! s 0 Thomas 

= (g/2) w
0 

+ (w
0
/'l) (1 - y) 

= l (g/2) - 1) wo + wo/'Y (22) 

And, clearly, wL:I. = w
8 

- w = l (g/2) - 1j w
0

, which is identical to the result 

of Bargmann et al. 

The complete independence of w 6. from 'I is, however, at least 

partly a ''coincidence. 11 For helical motion, where there is a velocity 

component parallel to the magnetic field, there is a '( dependence. The 

exact form of the dependence depends on exactly how w L:l. is defined. For

tunately the effects are small for the experimental conditions here. In Ref. 21, 

for example, the correction is quoted: 
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(g/2-1) (1. - 1~)1 <~; ) ) ' 
Or, for the experimental conditions here, with the maximum ~ of all z 
orbits used, 

w.6. 

wo = (g/2-1) (1- 0.0005)' 

so that the correction is about 0. 1o/o at most. 

5. Injection and Trapping 

(23) 

(24) 

A very critical part of the experimental design was the entrance 

region of the solenoid, In this region the muons, incident at :::::150 MeV/c, 

must be slowed to ::::: 30 to 50 MeV/ c, with the velocity direction chosen to 

maximize the num.ber entering the solenoid at acceptable pitch angles. The 

shape and strength of the magnetic field in the injection region play a crucial 

role. 

The absolute value of the magnetic field in the entrance region was 

chosen first. A value substantially lower than that of the solenoid field 

would lead to a very small acceptance solid angle for the entering muons, 

as shown in Ref. 27. If the field in the entrance region is too high 

(B t ~ B 1 .d), those muons which would have acceptable helix pitch · en . so eno1 
angles in the solenoid would not be able to "clear" various obstructions in 

the entrance region (see Figs. 5 and 6), because their pitch angles in the 

entrance region would be too small. The optimum value of B t =0. 98 B 1 en. so 
was chosen on the basis of numerical and graphical calculation, Since the 

solenoid-coil geometry was fixed by other considerations, little could be 

done to change the field shape. 

Once the entrance field wa.s chosen, the optimum helix pitch angle 

for the degraded muons was fixed by Eq. (15), as well as the acceptable 

spread in angle. The pitch angle, in conjunction with the orbits of the 

150-MeV/c muons in the fringe field, fixed the angle of solenoid tilt from 

the verticaL The small size of the allowable spread in helix angles (:::::2 °) 

indicated that multiple scattering in the muon degrader would cause a loss 

of useful muons. Accordingly, the ma.jor part of this degrading was done 

in boron carbide (B 4 C), which appeared to be the best compromise between 

low Z (::::: 5) and high density (2, 5 g/ cc). 
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Fig. 5. Scale drawing of axial section of (g-2) apparatus showing 
magnet coils with micarta separators, vacuum chamber, 
counters, mirror coils, center flip rod, and collimator. 
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MU B-8774 

Fig. 6. Lid of vacuum chamber showing three degraders {B, C and 
Cu) and four counters {5 1 , 5 2 , 53' A.2 ). 
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There were, after these choices, some 3 degrees of freedom re

maining: the total amount of degrader, and the two radii of the cylindrical 

collimator in the solenoid throat. The degrader was chosen so as to put a 

maximum number of muons into the 30 to 50 MeV/ c range inside the solenoid. 

There was considerable latitude in degrader thickness due to the initial mo

mentum spread of the beam. 

The choices of the inner and outer radii of the collimator were based 

on a graphical calculation. It was necessary to exclude muons of high mo

menta, as their large orbits and small scattering angle in the f.L-counter 

would result in their stopping in the pulsed or static mirror coils (Fig. 5). 

At low momenta there was the danger of the muons stopping in the center 

brass rod inside the solenoid or in the f.L-counter itself. All such events 

contribute background since they appear to be due to trappable muons but, 

in fact, are muons that have stopped in some solid material--after triggering 

the electronic logic circuitry (see Sec. III.F). The radii chosen were 

r. = 1. 3 inch, r = 2. 5 inch. 
1nner outer 

During the trapping process itself the: current change in the top 

mirror caused some concern. At this time 

d~ 

dt 
~ 30 kV , 

where ~ is the magnetic flux enclosed by a typical muon orbit, and this 

azimuthal E field could conceivably depolarize muons in the mirror region. 

The effects of this ~ field were computed, with the conclusion that the 

depolarization is negligible. Even if a muon were in the mirror region 

during the entire current-rise time, the E field could change the angle 

between §_ and y by 5o at most. 
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III. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS 

A. Meson Source 

The muons injected into the solenoid arise from the decay of pions 

made by the external proton beam of the Lawrence Radiation Laboratory' s 

184-inch cyclotron. The usual convenient source of muons (i.e. , pion decay 

in the vicinity of the target) was useless because such muons were unpolarized. 

Accordingly, an efficient beam-transport system was designed (Ref. 15) to 

collect a 7. 5o/o .6.p/ p from a 2-inch diameter source with a solid angle of 6. 5 

millisteradians. The system is shown in Fig. 7. 

The system provided polarized muons in the following way: The 

input bending magnet was adjusted to send 135-MeV/c pions down the optic 

axis, and the output bending magnet was set to bend 150-MeV/c particles on 

the optic axis. This procedure selected the highly polarized muons from 

forward in-flight decay of the 135- MeV/ c pions; it also eliminated nondecaying 

particles from the target, thus providing an uncontaminated beam of polarized 

positive muons. Details of muon flux and polarization are given in Sees. IV.A 

and VIlLA. 

B. Aphrodite 

1. Solenoid and Ancillary Equipment 

The details of the finished magnet and enclosed ancillary gear are 

described in this section, and the magnet design and field measurements in 

Sec s. III. B. 2 and III. B. 3. Sketches of the magnet are shown in Figs. 1 and 

5. Figure 5 is a scaled drawing of the axial section of the magnet. The 

magnet consists of a stack of individual coil 11 pancakes 11 --one of them sketched 

in Fig. 8--the whole array forming an air-core solenoid with an inner 

cylindrical 11 working volume" approximately 22 inches long by 8 inches in dia

meter. Although three different types of coil pancakes were used, the con

struction technique of all pancakes was identical. Two strands of hollow, 

square copper tubing were covered with fiberglass sleeving (Bentley-Harris 

BH Special Treated F/G), wound as shown on a specially constructed form 

with a fiberglass sheet separator between the two layers, and then potted in 

a Teflon-coated mold in a high-temperature epoxy designed to operate with 

substantial strength at temperatures > 100 o C. The faces of the potted coils 

were then ground flat and parallel to ±0.002 inch. In the final configuration, 

different types of these pancakes were used, with the charcteristics given 
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in Table III. All pancakes were cooled with LC water with a 300-psi drop 

across each strand. The coils, arranged so that all the leads occupied a 

90° azimuthal region, were all connected to a high-pressure manifold by 

means of rubber hose with Breco connectors. For the copper used in the 

coils, the resistivity was as given by the manufacturer-- p
20

oc = 1. 71 

microhm em. With this number, together with the empirical relation, 

fl 1 81 h . 555 D2.695 1. I water ow = . f 1ters sec (25) 

where 
hf =pres sure gradient in psi/mt. 

D = hole diam in inches, 

Table III is readily constructed. 

Table III. Solenoid-coil data. 

A B c 

Coil 
4 in. i, d. 8 in. i. d. 8 in. i. d. 

26 in. o. d. 26 in. o. d. 26 in. o. d. 

No. of coils used 13 13 7 

Length of one 104 89 89 
strand (feet) 

Water flow through 1. 7 1.9 1.9 
one strand at 
300 psi differential 
(gal/min) 

Resistance of one 10.2 8.7 8.8 
strand (at final 
temp) (mO) 

Wire size (in. 2) 0. 365 0. 365 0. 365 

Water hole diam (in. ) 0.220 0.220 0.220 

Amperes flowing 1600 1600 1800 

Computed temperature 58 46 60 
rise (° C) 

D 

4 in. i. d. 
16 in. o. d. 

1 

54 

1.2 

10.5 

0. 275 

0.170 

1300 

55 
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The average 

to be ( 6.T) 

\' 
\. 

\ . (flow). (6. T). 
temperature rise (6.TJ = 1 

1 fl1 1 
is thus estimated 

tota ow 
= 96 ° F which, considering the fluctuations and uncertainties in 

hole diameters (strong dependence), agrees reasonably well with the measured 

value of 81 oF. Table III shows that the total de power consumed by the 

magnet is 

P= 
L 2 _ 
. I. R. - 1. 7 MW. 
1 1 1 

Since the highest possible magnetic field was desired, the individual 

pancakes were kept as close together as possible, consistent with the field

design requirements. The pancakes were stacked coaxially with the axis 

in a near-vertical orientation and separated e:lther by 5-mil-thick Mylar 

disks or by Micarta disks. The main vacuum chamber and both mirror coils 

were built in as the stacking progressed. The whole stack was then clamped 

between two 1-inch. - thick stainless steel plates by means of three stainless 

steel bolts 1-1/4 :in. :in diameter and 4 feet long (see Fig. 9). The scale of the 

magnet can be judged by the 6-ft ladder shown in Fig. 9. 

This basic, compact, high-field design philosophy dictated that all 

the other equipment, light pipes, mirror coils, vacuum apparatus and elec

tronic leads had to be designed to slide into slots in the Micarta-disk sep

arators, the thicknesses of which were determined previously by magnetic

field- shape requirements. In Fig. 5 the light pipes for the !J., e 1 A 1 , e 2 , 

and A.2 counters come out perpendicular to the paper, as do the electrical 

leads to both the pulsed and de mirror coils. In particular, all counter 

light pipes had to be at least 3 feet long in order that the phototubes could 

be located where the fringe magnetic field was small enough (about 2 kG) 

to allow magnetic shielding. Each shield consisted of a triple coaxial ar

ray of iron cylinders. The outer was 6 in. in diameter with a 5/8 in. wall; 

the middle was 3-1/2 in. in diameter with a 1/8 in. wall; and the third 

(mu metal) was of various sizes to fit each type of phototube. A drop in 

pulse height of about 10 to 20o/o from the phototubes was still observed with 

these shields when the magnet was turned on to full power, but since this 

main magnetic field was constant throughout the experiment, this drop was 

not troublesome. Altogether there were seven of these triple iron shields, 

and the resulting distortion of the fringe field in which they were located was 

severe (a factor-of-two change in the field at some points). However, the 
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Fig. 9. Photograph of assembled (g-2) solenoid. 
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overall effect on the field inside the solenoid, although noticeable, resulted 

in less than 0.1% measured change at any point and could be neglected. 

The fixed mirror coil was wound with 1/8 in. refrigeration tubing, 

which was covered with fiberglass sleeving and then potted in epoxy in the 

bottom Micarta disk as shown in Fig. 5. A three-strand parallel winding 

ensured that the water flow was sufficient to run SOOA through the coil. 

In practice the mirror carried 250A. 

The pulsed mirror coil consisted of a single 6 in. - diameter turn of 

copper strap (1 in. wide by 40 mils thick) and can be seen in Fig. 5 just below 

the f.L-counter. It was potted in epoxy fastened directly to a Micarta disk 

separator, which carried the two- strap high-voltage transmission line to 

the coil through a radial slot (not shown in Fig. 5). 

The vacuum system proved to be one of the most troublesome parts 

of the apparatus. During the initial phase of the work, about 100-microns 

pres sure was considered to be good enough, since the principal concern was 

in keeping the muon-residual gas scattering low enough to prevent muons 

from escaping the trap during their lifetime. Consequently fore-pump 

techniques were employed, together with Lucite and epoxy seals. During 

the experiment it became necessary to introduce anticounters into the vac

uum to reduce background, and it was discovered that at the 50-micron 

pressure which a fore-pump would achieve, the pulsed mirror induced 

enough current and hence visible light in the residual gas to completely 

11 wipe out 11 any scintillation counter which was optically exposed inside the 

11 vacuum. 1' Indeed, when peeking by eye through a Lucite window, one was 

greeted by a blinding flash from inside the "vacuum" every time the pulsed 

mirror was fired. This light was most undesirable since any muon counter 

and anti counter, to be efficient, had to have less than 0. 0 5 gm/ em 
2 

between 

it and the vacuum because of the very small residual range of the trapped 

muons. 

Two things were done. The vacuum system was cleaned up and the 

pumping speed was increased by opening up the pump-out line and installing 

an oil-diffusion pump. 

(magnet off and cold) of 

hot) of about 1 micron. 

These improvements resulted in a best vacuum 

0.03 micron and a normal operating vacuum (magnet 

Although this helped considerably, it was insufficient 

to eliminate all light from the induced discharge, so covering of all counters 

inside the vacuum was necessary. It was possible to light-shield all counters 
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(see Sec. III.F) except the fl-counter, which was too close to the pulsed 

mirror. Consequently it was necessary to gate this counter off a few nano

seconds before the pulsed mirror came on, and this resulted in a somewhat 

reduced efficiency of this counter when it was used as an anticounter. 

The current path for the spin-flip pulse presented a number of 

especially tricky mechanical, electrical, vacuum, and light pipe design 

problems. A 5 -S] coaxial line came in along the solenoid axis from the 

bottom and made a vacuum seal with the e
1
A.

1 
counter (see Fig. 5). The 

center conductor continued along the axis to a point just below the pulsed 

mirror, where it made electrical contact with the outer, brass vacuum can 

by running through a uniform array of 30 radial spokes made of 3-mil stain

less steel wire. This wire was silver plated to reduce the resistance of the 

array to ::::: 0.1r.l. l The total thickness of stainless steel which a muon had to 

traverse when it entered the trap depends upon its helix pitch angle and the 

radius at which it traverses the array, but an average muon goes through 

about 7 mg. This is to be compared with its residual range of 150 mg/cm
2

, 

its root-mean-square multiple-scattering angle in these wires of "/(Ji -::::2°, 

and its "outscattering" angle of~ 4".] The spin-flip current-return path 

was down the brass wall of the vacuum. can to a stainless steel ring which 

made contact with the e 
1 
A.

1 
counter (see Fig. 5). The current path continued 

through the binding screws of the e
1
A.

1 
counter to its stinless steel base plate, 

and finally to the outside sheath of the 5-0 incoming coax line. 

2. Solenoi·d Desig_n 

The solenoid was designed on the basis of several general considerations. 

Primarily, these include: (i) the muon lifetime vs (c.u -w ) ; (ii) total de 
p c 

power available at the 184-inch. cyclotron; (iii) the momentum distribution 

of polarized muons available a.t the cyclotron; (iv) the lower limit of usable 

muon momentum (due to scattering and degrading in the counters) and 

(v) the speed with which the pulsed mirror could be turned on. These, as 

well as a number of secondary factors, are discussed in this section. After 

.i. the optimum overall dimensions of the solenoid were chosen, a computer 

was used 
28 

to determine the detailed pancake stacking configuration. 

First, it can be shown that a substantial gain in accuracy can be 

achieved if at least one full (g-2) revolution is seen during the measurement. 

Since the muon lifetime (7') is z:Sec, a field of B . :::.3.2:_(m-~2-1 ) ::::: 30 kG 
m1n. Te g; '--

is minimal, with the highest possible field providing the largest number of 
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(g-2) revolutions in 2f-Lsec and hence the best accuracy in the measurement, 
f-L 

all other things being equal. 

Next, there was a limited amount of magnet power available at the 

184-inch cyclotron- -a proximately 1. 8 megawatts. In order to maximize the 

field, the computer varied several parameters while keeping the solenoid 

length and power input constant. The varying parameters included the inner 

and outer radii of the magnet. It was also necessary to vary the wire size 

and the water-hole diameter (Table III) simultaneously, because the voltage 

and current of the available power are both fixed and the permissible output 

temperature should be kept well below boiling. To be sure, the best choices 

of these parameters will change for a different solenoid length and, at the 

time the magnet was designed, it was not known just how fast the pulsed 

mirror could be closed nor what muon-momentum distribution could be 

achieved (thus determining the magnet length). Consequently some reason

able estimates were put into the initial solenoid design (see Ref. 10). In 

the final stages of the experiment, a 50o/o increase in the magnet length would 

have been welcome. 

Next, it turns out that there is a rather sharp lower limit to the 

useable muon momentum (p . ). This limit is due basically to two factors. 
mln 

The first consists of multiple scattering and energy-loss problems in the 

basic logic counter, the f-L-counter in Fig. 5. A minimum loss of::::; 2 MeV 

in this counter is required if > 70o/o counting efficiency is desired. In 

Fig. 10 two quantities are plotted against the muon momentum at the front 

face of the f-L-counter; (a) the muon momentum after traversing the f-L-counter, 

and (b) the accompanying root-mean-square multiple- scattering angle in a 

plastic scintillation counter 0.025-in.thick. One cannot work very close to the 

''traversal threshold" of the f-L-counter because of the large multiple scat

tering and the strong dependence of the outgoing momentum on counter 

thickness. 

The second factor that determines the limiting momentum is shown 

in Fig. 11, where the momentum density of muons leaving the B
4 

C degraders 41. 

is plotted vs outgoing momentum. Here the muon momentum density is a 

sharply rising function of the outgoing momentum. In this experiment the 

area under this curve from 0 to 50 MeV/ c was equal to approximately 20o/o 

of the 150-MeV/c muons incident on the degraders. 
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From these two figures the minimum useable momentum is seen to 

be ;;::. 35 MeV/c. Therefore, the inside radius of the solenoid cannot be less 

than p . ::::: p . /B 
1 

(corresponding to no useable trapped muons) and 
m1n m1n so --

should be as much larger than this number as possible. 

In Fig. 12 is plotted the round-trip time vs pitch angle for three 

muon momenta. It was initially estimated that about 90 nsec would be re

quired to close the pulsed mirror, and the final figure was 57 t 60 ::::: 120 

nsec (ReL 29). A longer solen.oid would have made the closing of the pulsed 

mirror a much simpler problem, although, since the muon spends much of 

its time in the far end mirror, the gain in (round-trip time} vs (solenoid 

length) is discouragingly low. 

The successful operation of the experiment depends upon the spin 

vector remaining in the transverse plane throughout the muon 1 s lifetime 1n 

the trap. Any fields, electric or magnetic, which interact with the spin 

vector must be either eliminated or shown to have a negligible effect. For 

example, in the solenoid itself, the magnet pancakes are constructed so 

that the inner crossover windings represe~t an axial current flow. If the 

pancakes were stacked in a 11 regular 11 fashion--i.e., so that all crossover 

windings carried current in the same direction- -and were all located at 

the same azimuthal position, then an axial current line of 3000 A would 

exist on the wall of the trapping region. The integrated effect of such a wall 

current on the e spin component is zero, but the axial and radial spin com

ponents precess around this field. Although this axial spin component is 

small (because the helix pitch angles are small, and the radial component 

changes sign every cyclotron revolution), it is conceivable that a resonance 

could exist between the mirror bouncing precession, which does move the 

transverse component out of the transverse plane, and this ••eros sover•• 

precession. Consequently, the pancakes were constructed. and stacked with 

alternating axial crossover windings to eliminate any w 
c. o. 

There is a rather narrow useful range for the ratio R = B. . t" / 
lUJeC lOU 

B 1 "d' As R decreases, the acceptance solid angle rapidly diminishes, so eno1 
whereas for R = 1, the acceptable muons do not clear the B 4 C degrader. A 

range of 0. 97 < R < 0. 99 can be considered useable. This determines the 

value of the solenoid field in the injection region, although between these two 

regions it is necessary only that the field be < B 1 . so . 
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Fig. 12. Time required for muons leaving the fl.-counter to spiral 
down the solenoid to the mirror at the far end, be reflected, 
and return to the fl.-counter. 
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The uniformity of the solenoid field itself is determined by two 

factors. First, since it is B AVE (over the history of the trapped muon 

before it is flipped) which enters into the formula for (g-2) • any fluctuations 
f.l. 

should not be too large compared to the desired accuracy- {although if the 

field is known everywhere a remarkably accurate value for B AVE can be 

obtained even with fairly large 11bumps 11 ). For the actual operation of the 

experiment, a more stringent requirement on the field uniformity is due to 

the fact that those muons with pitch angles e: < B /Bb will be 
source ump 

reflected from the bump, and this, in turn, means less time available to 

close the pulsed mirror. In the final configuration better than 0.1o/o uni

formity was achieved. 

Mter the length, i. d. , and o. d. were determined on the basis of 

these considerations, an individual pancake size was fixed. By trial and 

error we then obtained the required spacing between pancakes to give the 

desired field shape. That is, one would assume a spacing configuration, 

insert it into the computer program (Ref. 28), compute the axial field, then 

change the spacing configuration in a direction that, by guess, should 

smooth out the ripples, and put the new spacings into the computer program. 

With a little practice, O.io/o on-axis uniformity could be achieved in about 

25 iterations. 

The final spacing configuration is shown in Fig. 5. 

3. Solenoid Field Measurements 

The characteristics of the solenoid magnetic field dictated, to a large 

extent, the technique finally used for its measurement. The high degree of 

field homogeneity led to the adoption of a diffe renee technique- -L e. , the 

variations in magnetic field were measured from point to point, rather than 

the absolute value at each point. Mter this field mapping, the absolute value 

of the field at one reference point was measured. 

The effect of ''bumps 11 in the solenoid field on the muon orbits re-

qui red rather accurate measurements of the field variations. The measure

ment technique (suggested by Joseph H, Dorst, head of the LRL Magnet 

Group) consisted in moving a coil from one point to another, and integrating 

(in time) the voltage output of the coiL The integrated voltage then is pro

portional to the magnetic -field difference between the two points, because 

the voltage developed in a coil by a changing magnetic field is given by 
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where j is the total magnetic flux linking the coil, 

turns of the coil, and 

UCRL-16469 

(26) 

N is the number of 

(2 7) 

where A is the geometric area of the coil and B
1 

(B 2) is the average 

magnetic field over the coil area at point 1 (2). An effective area may be 

defined for a coil as A 1 = NA. In this terminology the probe coil used had 

an effective area of 1363 cm
2

, although its physical dimensions were only 

:::: 1 em o. d. and r::: 1 em in height. 

When a coil with an accurately known area was available, the only 

remaining electrical problem was integration of the coil output voltage. The 

system used was essentially a Miller integrator,a schematic version of 

which is shown in Fig. 13. The operation of the integrator is best under

stood by at first ignoring the amplifier and imagining terminals a and 

b to be connected. Then we have a simple RC integrator with a time con

stant (1') equal to RC. The voltage across the capacitor bears a linear re

lationship to the integrated probe-coil voltage as long as the time in moving 

the probe coil from point 1 to point 2 is much less than 1' and much longer 

than L/R (L is inductance of the coil). Unfortunately, these conditions 

imply that the capacitor voltage V will be small: 
cap 

t 2 -t 1 
v = A 1 (B -B ) 

cap 2 1 T 
(28) 

The Kintel amplifier offers a way around this problem. The amplifier works 

in such a way that points a and d are kept at the same potential, and no 

current flows from point d into the amplifier. Thus, from the viewpoint 

of the probe coil, the Miller integrator looks like an RC integrator with 

C - oo. The capacitor 11 sees 11 a current source of 

1
. A d 

= R Cit (29) 

so that in moving the coil from point 1 to point 2 the capacitor voltage be-

comes 

v = A 1 (B 2 -B
1

) 
cap 

(30) 

'" 
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Fig. 13. Schematic of Miller integrator for measuring solenoid field . 
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This ·circuit appears similar to a simple RC integrator, but the important 

point is that RC = T no longer needs to be much larger than the time in 

moving from point 1 to point 2. The condition on R still does hold, how

ever: R > > L/(t 2 -t 1). By using the Miller integrator rather than a simple 

RC integrator, we were able to use RC = 0.001 sec rather than the 

~ 3000 sec otherwise necessary, thereby gaining a factor of 3 X 10
6 

in 

capacitor voltage. Typically, a field change of 1 G gave a capacitor voltage 

of 10 mV. This voltage was monitored by a four-digit volt meter. 

The system accuracy was limited chiefly by the capacitors used, 

which like all physical capacitors exhibited some leakage and 11 soakage" 

(change of capacity in time when a voltage is applied). In practice, it was 

possible to map the solenoid field to within± 10 G with respect to a fixed 

reference point in about 30 seconds. Since the overall field was 

::::: 28,000 gauss, this represents a relative accuracy of 3 to 4 parts in 10
4

. 

The absolute measured field corresponded to the computed field to about 

0.1o/o, and the relative agreement was excellent, that is the computed bumps 

were all found in the expected locations, with very nearly the expected magni

tudes. The average solenoid field was found to be 28.2±0.2 kilogauss. 

C. Pulsed Mirror System 

It is essential to close the magnetic bottle as rapidly as possible 

after a muon has entered it. To see the strong dependence of the final 

counting rate on this mirror closing time (T ) , we must compute the number 
c 

of muons entering the uniform-field region as a function of their round trip 

time T --i.e., the time needed by the muon after first passing through the. 
r 

f-l.-counter to spiral down to the bottom de mirror, be reflected, and spiral 

back up to the upper -mirror position. This function N(T ) is actually a 
r 

functional of the strength and time profile of the bottom mirror (due not only 

to less time spent by muons in a stronger mirror for any given momentum 

but also to muons of higher pitch angles being reflected by a stronger mirror), 

the thickness of B 4 C degrader, the s
3

-+ fJ. delay time, and the ratio 

(B. 0 to /B 1 0 d) = R, all of which affect the momentum distribution of lnJeC 10n so eno1 
0 

muons entering the bottle. In Sec. IV. B and C, the procedures used to vary 

these parameters and to maximize the number of trapped mu1 s 

dN(T ) 
r 

d~ dTr (31) 
r 
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are described. In this section, however, it suffices to show the essential · 

dependence of N upon T . 
c 

For any given magnitude of momentum, assume that all pitch angles 

equally populated by the muon orbit>s leaving the B4 C deg11ader. This E. are 
1 

assumption is valid here because the rms multiple-scattering angle of 

muons leaving the B 4 C degrader is much larger than the range of useable 

pitch angles, and one is actually accepting trappable muons from near the 

maximum of the Gaussian scattering distribution. Upon leaving the B 4 C 

degrader, the muon velocity vector makes an angle 'i. with the transverse 
1 

plane and the muon is in a magnetic field B.. As shown in Fig. 1, it 
1 

spirals down through a region of weaker field and thence into the solenoid 

with a pitch angle fi • Since conditions of adiabaticity hold during this 
s 

motion, 

? B. 2 · ·e 1 
· e s1n i = :s- s1n s (3 2) 

s 
where e 'is the angle between the momentum vector and the solenoid axis, 

e. 
1 

is this angle in the injection plane, and e is this angle in any plane 
s 

inside the solenoid. But (} = (rr/2) - ~, and E < < rr/2. Therefore, 

2 B. 
f: 2) 1 - ( L) ::::: 1 (1 -

1 B s 
s 

2 
= R (1 - t ) s 

(3 3) 

The number .of muons that are in the I momentum I interval between p 

and (p + dp) and that enter the uniform-field region (B ) with pitch angles 
s 

between 0 u and ~ is 6 N(p): 
m 

ON(p) dN(p, ~ ) ·-
s 

= 

a· N 
.,.~.-dE 
i:l € s 

s 

df 
s 

Note that "' maps into "- = 0 °, and that "i(min) "s(min) 

Ei(max) maps into E s (max) == ~m' according to formula (33). 

(34) 
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With the foregoing assumption of uniform population of the ~. angles, i. e. , 
1 

a Njo E. = K(p), Eq. (34) becomes 

o~(p) = o ( m K(p) R~ s dfi s 

)o J(1-R)-Re
2 

= OK [ ,J"T-R= )(1-R)-R<;, J . 
s (3 5) 

Under the entrance conditions (s~e Sec. II..B. 5), (1-.R)::: 0.02 > RE 
2 ~ 0.005, 

m 
so that 

ON(p) = OK G1- R) 
1/2 + 

2 
2(1-R) 

1
/

2 
+ ... -(1-R) 1/2] 

Re 6K(p) 
:::: m 

2(1-R) 1/ 2 
(36) 

This relation holds for any given momentum. To complete the discussion, 

a final integration over the momentum distribution of the muons entering 

the solenoid must be done. Figure 11 shows that 6K/6p:::: p
2

·
5 

(there called 

dN/dp). Furthermore, for any given muon, the round-trip time is 
2 L 2 Lm 2 Lm . ll · 1 · · · T .:::: -- = .:::: s1nce a muons are qu1te nonre at1v1st1c. 

r V 11 p sin~ s P ~ s 

Thus ~; = 2Lm/p T . Consequently 
m c 

p 1/
2
R4L ~2dp 

6N(p) = 
T 2 2 (1-R) 1/ 2 

c 

(3 7) 

The limits on p are determined essentially by the inner and outer radii of 

the mechanical collimator and the strength of the solenoid field. The inner 

radius is fixed by the considerations given in Sec. III. C. 2, and the outer 

radius is determined by the mechanical size of the solenoid (p / p . .:::: 3). max m1n 
Finally then, the number of trappable muons entering the solenoid is 

N:::: 

3/2 
K (pmax) 

T 2 
c 

(38) 

Upon closer inspection of the approximations made in Eq. (38), one 

finds a somewhat stronger dependence of N upon T . For example, those 
c 

muons with small pitch angles are reflected by the bumps in the main solenoid 

and never make it to the mirror on the far end. A best final guess is that 

N:::: (3 9) 
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Thus, when the upper pulsed mirror was closed, every nanosecond was con

sidered precious. 

There are several general requirements that the pulsed mirror 

system had to meet and that, in effect, determined its circuitry and con

struction. First, since the load is a coil--i.e. , a 11 pure 11 inductance-

there is an inevitable rise time of the pulsed mirror current through it. To 

minimize this rise time, a minimum num.ber of turns must be used in this 

coil (namely one), and then it must be operated at as high a pulsed voltage 

as practical. The final voltage choice- -30 kV- -was picked as much for 

engineering convenience as for physics reasons. 

Second, since the load is essentially a pure inductance with a very 

small resistive component, it is not necessary to deliver all the load current 

at 30 kV. The desired current waveform is a square pulse with no ringing 

on the leading edge which, in turn, is as sharp as possible. The most 

economical way to achieve this waveform is to start the current moving from 

a HV source in order to achieve the short rise time, i.e., to deliver the 
2 

!J-H energy required to establish the mirror fiel-d; then, when the necessary 

current is flowing (5000 A), to switch over to a source that will continue to 

deliver the 5000 A for the required 15 f-Lsec but at a power level that just 

compensates for the small resistive loss in the mirror coil. As it turned 

out, only 1500 V were required to maintain the 5000 A, once this current 

was established. This switching circuitry, centered around a crowbar 

spark gap, is shown as a block diagram in Fig. 14. 

Third, the required current is determined by the largest pitch angle 

of muons that can be trapped, together with the momentum distribution. For 

example, if we (arbitrarily) decide to trap all muons whose orbits have 

solenoid pitch angles up to 6 o, then the mirror current must form a magnetic 

field (Bmir) at the plane of the loop, which, when added to the steady- state 

field B satisfies: 
sol. 

B sol 
B + B = 

sin
2

84° 
(40) 

sol mir 

i. e. ' 

( B mir ) = 0.011 . 
B sol 60 
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Fig. 14. Block diagram of pulsed-mirror electronics. 
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And this is valid for all momenta. However, a 50-MeV/c muon with 6° 

pitch has an axial speed of :::: 1 cm/nsec, and therefore takes :::: 60 nsec to 

make the round trip; this speed is to be compared with :::: 170 nsec for a 

50-MeV/c muon with 2° pitch angle. The essential point here is that the 

stronger the mirror the longer it must take to turn on; this is incompatible 

with the physics of the situation, which is that, for a given momentum, the 

muons that require a stronger mirror- -i. e. , those with large pitch angles-

return most quickly to the door of the magnetic trap. One must therefore 

guess at the outset how fast a mirror can be constructed for a given mirror 

strength (current). After some initial experimentation, a mirror current of 

5000 A was chosen. 

Finally, an average muon rate of about 10/sec was expected. This 

figure determined how fast one had to recharge the circuitry after each event, 

as well as the average power dissipated. 

With these general requirem.ents as the boundary conditions, the 

pulsed mirror system was constructed. Block diagrams of the basic parts 

are shown in Figs. 14 and 15, detailed circuits are shown in Figs. 16, 17, 

and 18, and additional details are given in Ref. 29. A coincidence between 

s
3 

and the f.L-counter was the basic logic event that initiated the whole 

pulsed mirror system. The time at which the muon passed through the f.L

counter scintillator defined t = 0. As described below, it took 57 nanoseconds 

from t = 0 to the start of the current rise in the mirror coil, and it took an 

additional 60 nanoseconds for the current to reach its final value (5000 A). 

The s 3 and f.L-counters were plastic scintillators on type 6199 

phototubes. A tunnel-diode transistor-coincidence system on the anodes of 

these tubes fed an avalanche transistor pulser, which in turn drove a hard 

tube (12 kV at 20A) pulser. This 12 kYat 20A pulse triggered a 30-kV 

spark gap which switched into the mirror coil a HV condenser-low voltage 

charged delay line combination. In the description below, the t = 0 pulse 

is followed chronologically through the entire pulsed mirror system. 

Because of the 30-kG field in which the s3 and f.L counter scin

tillators were located, it was necessary to transport the light from the 

plastic scintillators out through Lucite pipes 3-feet long {5 nsec) to a region 

where the phototubes could be magnetically shielded. (See Table IV). (A 

triple coaxial iron-cylinder shield reduced the residual field at the 6199' s 

from ~ 1 kG to less than 1 G.) It was necessary to keep the multiple 
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Table IV. Time delays through trigger system. 

Muon passage to 6199 photocathode (light-pipe time) 

Photocathode to anode 

Anode to coincidence output 

Coincidence output to start of rise of pulse on trigger 

pin of spark gap (includes about 6 inches of 

RG- 62U connecting cable) 

Rise time of 12-kV pulse on trigger pin of spark gap 

Spark- gap breakdown (time required for plasma current 

to build up until limited by external impedances) 

UCRL-16469 

Delay 
(ns ec) 

5 

23 

4 

11 

9 

< 'r.:: 5 

=57 
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scattering of the muon in the scintillator s to an absolute minimum. Cons e

quently, the fL-counter scintillator was only 0.010-in. thick, the number of 

photons reaching the type-6199 cathodes was small, and the anode pulses 

were buried in the noise. The type-6199 tubes, specially selected for best 

signal-to-noise characteristics, were run at 2500 volts. A cathode -to

anode time of 23 nsec was measured. 

Threefold and twofold coincidences of signals from the 6199 photo

multiplier anodes were made with the circuit shown in Fig. 16. Each anode 

signal was handled by a two-stage tunnel-diode discriminator; the input 

diode set a triggering level, and the output diode shaped the signal to pro

duce an output pulse whose length and height were independent of input-pulse 

heights. Two discriminator outputs were added resistively in a tunnel diode 

biased to select double coincidences. Transistor amplifiers provided de

coupled outputs, one for external timing circuits in different parts of the 

experiment and the other to make a subsequent coincidence with the third 

input discriminator. The output of the triples coincidence diode, shaped 

by a second diode, drove a transistor output amplifier. The use of 

germanium tunnel diodes made undirectional coupling by germanium diodes 

impossible because the 200-mV output of these tunnel diodes would not 

switch the regular diodes. Signals were therefore directed by the use of 

asymmetrical resistive coupling and by an emitter follower after the doubles 

coincidence. 

This circuit follows an earlier design except for a few changes that 

reduce the over-all delay from 11 to about 4 nsec. The changes include (a) 

the use of germanium tunnel diodes (RCA TD 119), which can switch in 

0.3 nsec if not limited by the external circuit; (b) the use of resistive 

interstage coupling at all points where it will not result in unstable operation; 

(c) extremely compact circuit construction. Most of the improvement 

comes from (a). In normal use the input discriminators were set to a 1-mA 

threshold. Delays were measured with a 4-mA input signal of negligible 

rise time; the delay was measured between 50o/o level points on the input 

and output signals with a sampling unit (Tektronix type N). Typical 

coincidence curves with light pulses were 7-nsec wide full width at half 

maximum. The signal amplitude at any tunnel diode in the circuit is about 

200 mV as viewed by the Tektronix type N unit, The delay of 4 nsec from 
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input to triples output is equally divided between input discriminator, doubles 

emitter follower, triples coincidence discriminator, and the output amplifier. 

The output amplifier delivers 1 V into 50 ohms; it can be dispensed with if 

a 200-mV output is adequate. 

The general characteristics of an amplifier suitable for carrying the 

above 1- V 20 -rnA pulse up to a level where it would satisfactorily trigger 

the 30-kV spark gap with a minimum time delay are determined by the oper

ating voltage of the gap as well as by the impedances 11 seen'' by the gap. For 

reasons described below, a three-element gap was used here. In order to 

minimize tR in the inductive load, one should use as high a voltage as 

possible on the pulse-producing network. As stated previously, general 

considerations of high-voltage engineering around the experimental apparatus 

resulted in the aforementioned 60 -nsec rise time. 

General experience indicates that one needs on the order of one-

half of the gap' s operating voltage on the trigger pin of a three -electrode 

gap if nanosecond breakdown times are to be achieved. To bring the output 

of the phototube coincidence circuit up to 12 kV at 20 A, we constructed the 

amplifier shown schematically in Fig. 17. Other combinations of small 

spark gaps, transistors, and tubes were investigated, but the final choice 

was as shown. This unit was found to be extremely reliable and, with 

coaxial heavy solid-metal shields compartmentalizing each amplifier section, 

showed no deterioration with operation even though 30 kV at 0. 5 ohm appears 

on the trigger pin for about 30 nsec when the gap fires, and this pulse moves 

back, through the 210-n current limiting HV resistor, to the DP-30 anode. 

However, it was found necessary to shield magnetically the planar triodes 

from the 1-kG field in which they were located before the unit would operate 

properly. 

It took approximately 11 nsec from the start of the 1- V input pulse 

into this amplifier to the time when the DP 30 was turned on and started 

to deliver current to the gap's trigger pin. About one-third of this time 

was needed to fire the avalanche transistors- -and this was for the fastest 

ones in a batch of about 40. The total shunt capacitance seen by the DP 30 

anode looking into the spark-gap trigger pin was about 15 pF; because this 

tube would deliver about 20 A, it took 9 nsec for the DP 30 to raise the 

voltage on the trigger pin tc:t 12 kV. Thus a total of about 20 nsec was re

quired to bring the input 1-V-at-20-mA pulse up to 12-kV-at-20-A on the 
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trigger pin of the gap, and if the gap were properly designed, it should begin 

to avalanche at or hefore this time" 

To fire any spark gap quickly, two things must be done, Generally 

speaking, enough electrons must be liberated from one of the elements of 

the gap to locally overcome the capacity of the gas to absorb them and, 

simultaneously, the electric-field distribution in this region must be in

creased enough to initiate avalanche breakdown in the gas" One common 

method of initiating gap breakdown i.s to sharpen the tip of a centrally located 

trigger pin in a three -electrode gap and then put a voltage pulse on this pin 

high enough to li.be1·ate electrons either by field emission or by the ultra

violet radiation from the corona at th.e tip, This method requires a re

latively high trigger-pin field or a. sharp tip tha.t would be subject to erosion 

by the plasma (or both); neither of tl1.ese is consistent with minimum tD 

operation for thousands of pulses" Sim.ilarly, the technique of firing a two

electrode gap by pulsing a tr·igger pin (usually 2. fine wire) just inside one 

of two electrodes depends for its operation on the motion of the trigger 

plasma with so1~ic: speeds out into the gap where it both supplies the electrons 

and distorts the fieJ.d, Aga.in this technique is too slow for our purposes. 

It has been knov;rn. for so1n·e tim.e that an ultraviolet source near the 

gap aida in gap breakdown, presumably because of the photoelectrons pro

duced at the electrodes, However, diffusion of the electrons produced in 

the uv source out into the gap m.a.y also play a significant role in this 

technique. Both an auxiliary gap nea:r the rnain one and a. steady uv source 

have been used in the pasL The auxi.Hary gap suffers from the same delay 

problems as the main one, and. in addition needs quite a bit of power on the 

scale involved here" This power 1-vould ha-.re to corne from the amplifier 

described above, and this ta.kes time, Use of a steady uv source, on the 

other hand, sim.ply results in the necessity of having to reduce the main-gap 

voltage well below the 11 clean! 1 spontaneous b~~eakdown point, and the dif

ference must be supplied by the trigger-pin-pulse- -which again takes time, 

The best arrangement was found to be a small power-pulsed uv source 

constructed by pressing the end of a 3-mil tungsten wire against the face 

of a 0, 5-in. -die>.meter titanate disk" This ceramic wafer was made by sawing 

i.n half a .500-pF 10-kV ceramic condenser, The pulser that drove this uv 

light source, shown i.n Fig, 18, delivers about 5 A at 3 kV; the pulse length 
was chosen to be about 50 n.sec., This circuit is basically the front end of 
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the main amplifier and needs only about 10o/o of the current at point T 

(Fig. 17) to trigger it. The uv light output rose to its maximum value 

about a nanosecond after the 7698 tube started to conduct (about 2-pF shunt 

capacitance with 5-A maximum current). Although the uv-light output 

from this source was not measured, individual pulses appeared to be 

''quite bright" when observed by eye during the daytime. The spectral 

distribution of this lamp is not known. This uv flasher was placed about 

an inch from the gap and could "see" all three electrodes (Fig. 15). Its 

effectiveness in liberating electrons into the gap is indicated by the experi

mental observation that when the gap was operated at a somewhat reduced 

voltage of 20 kV and held to within a few percent of the spontaneous break

down point, this uv light pulser would fire the gap by itself, i.e. , with no 

field-distorting pulse on the trigger pin. However, the delay in breakdown 

was appreciable, and as the gap voltage was raised the breakdown became 

sporadic, until at 30 kV the ultraviolet flasher alone would not fire the gap. 

With use, the white ceramic became covered with a brown deposit of residues 

manufactured by the plasma during the gap discharge, but its performance 

did not appear to be appreciably affected by this coating. 

Under normal operating conditions, the delays in the circuitry were 

such that the uv lamp was pulsed on 19 ns ec after the i- v signal entered 

the "gap amplifier;" this time corresponds to the top of the rise of the volt

age pulse on the trigger pin, as previously described. As far as could be 

seen with the present setup, onset of gap breakdown was immediate at this 

point (L e., < 5 nsec). 

In Table IV a summary of the delay times through each element of 

the pulsed mirror system is given. Note that the phototube delay is the 

slowest element in the chain. Since it was necessary to minimize multiple 

scattering in the f-L-counter, a minimum amount of energy from the muon 

was extracted, and all 10 stages of gain in the type -6199 tubes were needed. 

In applications for which plenty of light is available and one is still inter

ested in keeping the over-all delay to a minimum, about 2.5 nsec/stage can 

be gained by moving down to the dynode where 1 volt becomes first avail

able. 
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D. ~in Flip Electronics 

As discus sed in Sec. II. B, in a coordinate system rotating with the 

cyclotron frequency of the muon, the muon spin appears to precess about 

the z axis (solenoid axis) with a frequency w.6. = (g/2 - 1) we. In that 

section it is also described how the muon spin is flipped out of the plane 

whose normal is the solenoid axis. This spin-flip pulse was obtained by 

discharging a capacitor in series with the flip wire; enough resistance was 

included to produce critical damping. The amplitude of the flip pulse as a 

function of time, determined with a pickup coil, was in agreement with a 

calculation based on the electrical parameters of the circuit. The elec

tronics for generating the flip pulse from the output of the logic electronics 

is shown in Fig. 19. The cable from the hydrogen thyratron (KU405c) to 

the flip wire consisted of 10 lengths of RG8/U in parallel. The shape of 

the flip pulse was well represented by I= Ate -t/ T, with 7 = 72 nsec. 

The equations of spin motion were numerically integrated to deter

mine the resulting spin flip. If Sr' s
8 

are the nonzero components of the 

spin at the start of the flip pulse, the z component of the spin just after 

the flip pulse is given by S = 0. 88 S + 0. 385
8

. This results in a phase 
z r 

shift of 23° of the radial-spin component before flip relative to the axial 

component after flip. The maximum amplitude of S is 0. 96, which is a 
z 

result of an unimportant technical compromise. 

E.. Lo_gic Electronics 

In order for one to perform the sequence of operations described 

in the Introduction and which lead to data for Fig. 4, one must provide a 

system that takes the signal from the muon telescope and generates a de

layed spin-flip pulse. Electrons from muon decays occurring after the spin 

flip are then counted; the number of these per trapped muon is then the 

ordinate of Fig. 4. 

The above functions were done automatically by a device that counted 

the number of decay electrons occurring after 1 of 64 distinct flip times 

which occur in a period of 6,4 microseconds. The flip delay was increased 

by 0.1 microsecond after each pair of incoming muons, and electron counts 

were stored in the appropriate section of a 64-word-core memory. In this 

way, 128 successive muons spanned the entire range of 64 possible flip 
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times, with the obvious benefit that drifts in counter efficiency or muon 

injection produced no spurious modulation of the time distribution, except 

in the unlikely case of coherence with the cycle of 64 used in data taking. 

Only half of the muons were spin flipped. At each value of flip 

time, two muons were accepted. One was selected to produce a flip pulse 

while the other did not, and the resulting decay electrons from these two 

muons were stored in different halves of the m.emory. This process yielded 

64 words of data from spin-flipped muons, and 64 from unflipped muons. 

The unflipped muons of course showed no anomalous precession. 

A block diagram of the data electronics is shown in Fig. 20. Rather 

than describe the opera.tion in detail, we comment on the functions carried 

out by the system. The time interval between muon in and flip pulse out 

was generated by counting a 10-mc oscillator in a scale of 64 which had 

been preset to the binary complement of the number of tenth microseconds 

in the desired interval. Errors due to scaler propagation time were elimi

nated by using the scaler output to gate a pulse from the 10-mc oscillator 

which was being counted and. using this as the flip signal. The flip signal 

was also used to open a gate for the electron pulses; this gate remained 

open for 6.4 microseconds, an interval generated by letting the timing 

scaler count to 64 once again. An electron pulse during this interval re

sulted in a store command to the memory. 

The timing scaler and. the core-memory-address scaler were con

trolled from the memory scaler, which 11 remembered 11 the flip time while 

the timing scaler counted. After passage of each pair of muons, the memory 

scaler and the core-memory-address scaler were each advanced by one. 

After passage of each muon, the timing scaler was reset to the binary 

complement of the number in the mem.ory scaler. The synchronization of 

the memory and core-mem.ory-adress scalers was checked at each cycle 

of operation (128 muons). 

The muon gate was closed 50 nsec after a muon pulse was accepted 

and remained so until all operations were complete and all circuits re

covered. The electron gate was closed except for the 6.4-microsecond 

interval following the flip time. 

Auxiliary equipment was available to reject electron stores that 

could. have come from more than one muon. Because of the low muon-in

jection rate, it was not needed. 
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All of the above circuitry was transistorized. The scalers were 

capable of a 40 -me timing rate, and gates switched in about 6 nsec. 

F. Counters 

Seven counters were used in the apparatus, all of which were plastic 

scintillator- photomultiplier combinations. Some of the experimental 

problems encountered in the design and construction of these counters are 

of sufficient interest to warrant recording their solutions. 

The location of each counter can be seen in Figs. 1, 5, and 6. 

Numbers C1, C2, and C3 were standard muon-beam counters that used 

plastic scintillators (about 1/4 by 1 by 2 inches) from which the light was 

piped through solid Lucite rods 3-feet long to phototubes (type-6810) on 

C 1 and C2 and to a phototube (type 6199) on C3. As previously mentioned, 

it was necessary to place all phototubes far enough from the solenoid so 

that they could be shielded from the fringe magnetic field. A triple, coaxial 

iron and mu-metal cylinder shield was used with the common axis of the 

shield perpendicular to the solenoid axis. This arrangement allowed oper

ation of the phototubes in a field of about 1 kilogauss with less than a 20o/o 

loss in pulse height when the solenoid was turned on. 

The most difficult counter problems were encountered in the design 

and construction of the fl-counter and the inner electron counter (e 
1 

A
1

). 

Detailed drawings of these two counters are given in Figs. 21. and. 22. 

The fl-counter had to (a) present as little m.aterial as possible to 

the passing muon because of multiple scattering and range-stoppage losses, 

with 50 mils of plastic scintillator being much too much, (b) operate with 

as little time delay as possible with 5 nanoseconds making a noticable dif

ference; (c) pass through a. vacuum seal; (d) operate at a sufficient level 

above noise to have < < 1 accidental logic coincidence/ sec. ; (e) operate 

in a region where an unavoidable gas discharge (from the pulsed mirror) 

illuminated the counter with a 11 bright to the naked eye" pulse of light for a 

few milliseconds after the muon passage; (f) operate in a de magnetic 

field at :::: 30 kG; and (g) pick up as many muons as possible within the 

"correct" range of pitch angles and also reject as many as possible of those 

outside this range. All of these requirements eliminated gas and/or 

solid-state counters from consideration. The final configuration of light pipe and 

0~ 01- -inch thick plastic scintillator is shown in Fig. 21. Several different orientations 
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of the scintillator (radial spokes and. various angular positions), several 

different thicknesses of scintillator, coatings of white paint and/ or evaporated 

aluminum. on both scintillator and Lucite 11 head, 11 and placement of the scin

tillator 11 end-on 11 were tried. Both electrons and 20-MeV protons were used 

in these tests. The 20-M.eV protons were readily obtained with the same 

optics setup as was used with the 150·-MeV/c r.nuon beam by a change in the 

currents in the optics magnets. The 20- MeV protons worked most satis

factorily for these tests since they have the same dE/dx as the highest 

momeri.tum trappable muon ( z 3 times minimum.), can be readily collimated 

so that all areas of the counter can be explored, and can be stopped in a 

back-up counter behind the mu-counter so that background can be completely 

eliminated. The light was carried out of the solenoid by a 1/2 inch by 

6 inch slab of Lucite to the fringe-·field region where the light was split 1n 

half and piped to two 6199 photomultipliers in coincidence. 

The requirements on the inner electron counter (e 
1 

A
1

) were of a 

different character but presented just as severe problems. An expanded 

drawing of the head is shown in Fig. 22, This counter had to (a} be 

used as an anticounter to reject those muons that tripped the s
3 

-f-1. counter 

coincidence but had pitch angles too large to be reflected by the bottom 

mirror ( E > 6") and hence stopped in this e
1
_A

1 
counter (if not rejected, 

these muons look just like trapped m.uons but, of course, supply only 

background to the final data); {b) be inside the vacuum, because the range 

of an Ei! ::: 6° 40-MeV/c m.uon is much less than the thickness of a six-inch-

diameter vacuum window; (c) be completely light tight from the gas dis

charge that takes place inside the vacuum when the pulsed mirror is turned 

on; (d) be thick enough to count muon-decay electrons (minimum ionizing 

particles); (e) carry the scintillation light out three feet to the fringe-field 

region; (f) allow the spin-flip rod to pass through it from outside to in

side the vacuum; (g) carry the spin-flip pulse {5000 A z 200 nsec) from 

the center coax to the outside brass cylinder (the vacuum wall). The 

parts of the counter head were screwed together and then sealed at all edges 

with epoxy resin. An 0paque epoxy sealed the 1/4-mil aluminized Mylar 

to the upper stainless steel ring, In practice, the mechanical strains set 

up in this counter after the vacuum chamber had been evacuated several 

times resulted in a loosening of the epoxy-metal--plastic bond and caused 

the most annoying vacuurr1 problem in the system. 
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The bottom electron counter (e
2

) was a 11 standard11 scintillation 

counter with shape similar to e 1A
1

. 

The last counter, namely the upper anti counter (A
2

) was placed 

inside the vacuum as shown in Fig. 5, and shielded from the light with 

1/2-mil stainless steel foil; its light was piped out of the vacuum system 

through a Lucite rod sealed with epoxy to the brass lid. 

Considerable effort was made to determine the efficiencies of each 

of these counters in order to keep track of every muon that entered the 

bottle, and eliminate electronically those that escaped. Standard coinci

dence -anticoincidence techniques using muons, protons, and electrons 

were employed. Innumerable voltage plateaus, discrimination bias, and 

cable-delay curves were taken. The results are given below. 

The s 1 , S2 , and s3 beam counters were essentially 100o/o effi

cient at counting muons in the incoming beam. 

Both the e 1 A 1 
and the e 2 counters were more than 90o/o efficient 

at counting minimum ionizing electrons. Voltage plateaus were flat and of 

reasonable width. 

The efficiency of the f.!t-e
1 

A
1

, and the A 2 counters for counting 

muons was a strong function of the time delay chosen between the s3 
counter and the f.L-counter in their coincidence circuit. This effect is simply 

due to the selection of pitch angles which any given s3- f.L-counter delay 

makes. For a given muon I momentum I ; a shallower orbit takes longer 

to spiral down from s3 to the f.L-counter than does a steep orbit, and 

therefore requires a longer delay cable between the two counters to make 

a coincidence. Unfortunately, the resolving time of the s 3 f.L coincidence 

circuit (7 nsec) was of the same order as a typical 5 3 ...... f.L transit time. 

This circumstance, coupled with the muon I momentum I distribution, 

meant that even though some pitch-angle selection could be achieved by 

changing this delay, the dependence was not sharp by any means. However, 

with no mirror currents flowing but everything else operating, changing the 

delay cable between 5 3 and f.L-counter from 2 to 9 feet changed the ratio 

f.LS 3 (e 1 A 1 ) / f-LS 3 from 0. 8 to 0. 3. At the same time, the ratio f-LS 3 A 2 /f-LS 3 
varied from 0.1 to 0. 25. All of these numbers were also strong functions of 

collimator dimensions, solenoid field, and mirror strengths, and somewhat 

weaker functions of the physical position of the S'2 counter, the tilt of the 
J 

solenoid axis, and several other variables. In the final configuration of all 

these variables, the numbers given in Table V were measured for these efficiencies. 
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Table V, .Anti counter efficiencies. 

Fixed mirror 
On 

0.,30 

------------
0,30 
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Off 

0,61 

0,14 

0,07 

Many factors contribute to these num.bers., One, scattering of the 

muons as they pas sed through the fl.-Counter accounted for most of the 

missing particles, In looking at the time distribution (after t = 0, defined 

by S 3 f.l coincidence) of muons arriving at the A
2 

counter, for example, 

we observed that about 30o/o of the mu 1 s arriving at the A
2
, counter were 

11 prompt ; 11 i, e, , their pitch a.r..gles were reversed in sign when the muons 

passed through the mu-count;er and !J.ever reached the uniform·-field region. 

Two, a sizeable fraction actually stopped in the f.L-counter (after several 

passes through it} and were therefore never 11 seen 11 again, Three, scat

tering in the f.!.- counter could shift the center of the mu 1 s orbit in the trans

verse plane enough that the orbit could intercept the central rod. and thereby 

be lost, Making the center section of the collimator (see Fig, 5) large 

enough, however, eliminated this loss.. Four, some pitch angles never 

made it down to e 1.A
1

, even with no fixed mirror, becau.se of a slight in

crease in B 
1 

from the top to the bottom of the solenoid, Five, an un-
so " 

avoidable 11 dead spot 11 in the e 1)~ 1 -counter just opposite the center hole 

from the light-pipe side occupied sever2.l percent of the e
1
A

1 
face, Six, 

the f.L-counter itself was about 50o/o efficient at counting those muons that 

were reflected when the fixed m.irror was turned on. (This type of event is 

given in the table as iJ.S 3 fJ.DET /!-LS~ " This percentage is due both to the 
- ~0 5 

fact that the height of the f.L-counter (1/2 inch) is such that it intercepted 

about one-·half of the muon orbits and to the efficiency of the f.L-counter for 

those mu 1 s that do pass through it {probably > 80o/o), Finally, the geometrical 

configuration in the neighborhood of the 

lid unavoidably stopped about 30o/o of the 
A 2 region. 

A-,-counter was such that the brass 
'" m.uons that spiraled back up into the 
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IV, -EXPERIMENTAL WORK 

A, Muon Source 

Three possible sources of polarized muons were considered: 

a, The muons 11 conta.minating 1
' the pion beam, 

b. The muons from pions stopped in thin sheets of material, 

c, The 11forward" muons from in-flight pion decay {Appendix A). 

The first possibility was ruled out in a preliminary beam study; the 

muon component of the meson beam turned out to be essentially unpolarized 

in the desired momentum range { z 100 to 200 MeV /c). Further diagnostic 

work indicated that muons from forward in-flight pion decay were better 

suited to the experiment than muons from stopped pions, The basic problem 

in using muons from stopped pions was that in order to get the muons 

(4,2 MeV) out, the pion stopper had to be very thin (less than 100 mg/cm. 
2
);this 

thickness made stopping a large number of pions difficult, Various geometries 

were tried, which, in conjunction with the (g-2)fl. solenoid magnetic field, 

permitted multiple t.ra.versal of the stopper by the pions. Even though some 

configurations enhanced the pion stopping power substantially, the technique, 

for our purposes, remained inferior to the use of muons from forward 

in-flight pion decay, 

The m.ost convenient momentum range for muons trapped in the 

solenoid was 30 to 50 MeV/ c, It was desirable that the muon beam have a 

somewhat higher momentum, which made injection into the high-field region 

easier, and allowed the muons to lose energy in the beam-counter telescope. 

However, if the momentum was mucb. higher (about 350 MeV/c was the peak 

of the meson-production spectrum), degrading smeared out the muons in a 

very thin layer in phase space, and the fraction from 30 to 50 MeV/c be

came very smalL The momentum finally chosen (150 MeV/c) was the best 

compromise between the meson-beam flux (rapidly rising with increasing 

momentum) and the useable fraction after degrading (rapidly falling with 

increasing momentum), 
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The characteristics of the beam finally used are: 

Pi on rn.ome ntu.m, 1. 3 5 MeV/ c 

Forwa:rd-decay-muo:;:t m.on1.entum.,1.50 MeV /c 

Muon polarization,60o/o 

Polarized-muon flux,3000/sec over 1. sq. inch. 
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This m.ethod of producing polarized m.uons has the nice property of 

giving quite pure beam.s (m.aking backgrou.nd low), since no single particle 

can get through the optics system.; the upst:::eam bending magnet was set 

for 135 MeV/c, the downstream. bending magnet at 150 MeV/c. 

The polarized muon ~ea.m is shown in Fig. 7. After momentum 

selection in the first bending magnet (Atlas), the 135-MeV/c pions had a 

straight flight path of :::> 1.2 feet betw·een Atlas and Titan (the second bending 

magnet)" The rnuons (from decaying pions) that went in the forward direc

tion along the bea.m line were polarized and had a momentum of~ 150 MeV /c. 

Thus Titan was set so a.s to send particles of 150 MeV/ c into the (g- 2) 
jJ. 

solenoid (Aphrodite). The pions that did not decay were bent through a larger 

angle by virtue of their lower mom.entum and thus rnissed Aphrodite. 

Aite~~ developing and constructing the polarized muon. beam and 

experimental apparatus, 'Ne need.ed considerable time to tune the whole 

apparatus for best per:forrnance; this d:i.agnostic tuning occupied much of 

the actual running tirne, and is described below. 

Initially, '"'e were interested i;:1 ma.xirnizi.ng the number of those 

muons that were reflected from. the bottom mirror, and were thus seen in 

counter A 2 in the absence of the top pulsed m.irror. More precisely, we 

wanted to maxim.ize the number of reflected muons returning at times later 

than 100 nsec after their entry into the solenoid; these were the 11trappable 11 

muons. Muons th<H return at earlier tirnes escape before the top mirror 

can be closed" Therefo::.e, in this first phase of the diagnostics we took a 

series of tim.e-of-flight curves, starting with a. !J.T coincidence and stopping 

with detection of the muon in A 2" 
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1. Degrader 

The muon momentum degrader between s2 and s3 was adjusted 

first. This degrader was made of boron carbide (B4 C) for two reasons: 

(a) to reduce multiple scattering to a minimum; and (b) among low-Z 

compounds it appears to be the most dense (with the exception of diamond), 

with p = 2.5 c. m. /cc The B 4 C was obtained in blocks of appropriate 

size ( ::::: 2-1/2 by 1-1/2 by 1/2 in). The amount of boron carbide between 

s2 and s3 was varied, sweeping out a range curve. The maximum in 

"late reflections" was obtained at the same thickness as the maximum in 

f.LT coincidences(::::: 2 inch B 4 C). 

2. Fixed Mirror Strength 

The strength of the bottom. mirror was also varied, from no current 

to about 400 A(::::: 3o/o .B 
1 

). At zero current, a very few muons returned 
so ' 

to A 2 , because of a slight slope in the solenoid field. As the mirror current 

was increased the number of returning muons increased, but the number of 

late returns leveled off at about 250 A and actually decreased somewhat at 

the highest mirror strengths. The reason for this behavior is that those 

muons reflected only by currents greater than 250 A had fairly steep helix 

pitch angles, m.ade the round trip in less than 100 ns ec, and were, therefore, 

not trappable. Also at these currents, the shallow-pitch muons turned around 

somewhat upstream of the mirror, and some completed the (shorter) trip 

in less than 100 nsec. Since the m.ost efficient anti counter is (e 
1 

A 1), we set 

the bottom mirror to 250 amperes, to allow as many as possible of the 

nontrappable muons to hit e 
1 

A
1

. Figure 23 shows the time -'Of-flight distri

bution from f.LT to 'A2 for a small bottom mirror, and also for a 250-A 

mirror. 

3, s 3 - 1-1-Counter Flight Time 

One of the most important variable parameters was the time delay 

between s 3 and the 1-1-counter in the f.!·T coincidence circuit. If this delay 

is set to zero, then a f.LT coincidence would be made on muons that travel 

almost straight down from S3 to the f.L-Counter, i.e. , ~ ::::: 90 °, If the delay 

is made longer, the muon making a 1-LT coincidence must take longer to 

travel from s3 to the f.L-counter, a straight-line distance of 6 inch. Be

cause the momenta below :::::30 MeV/c were eliminated by one collimation, 
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the longer travel times must represent flatter (shallower) pitch angles of 

the helical orbits. And since muons with flat pitch angles are the ones that 

take the longest time to make the round trip to A 2 , the s3 -to-f-L flight-time 

requirement provided a means for picking out the muons that are trappable. 

This worked well, as is shown in Fig. 24. The late returns were maximized 

at about 7 feet of s3- f-l delay, but the number of f-LT 1 s was considerably 

less than its maximum value. This was desirable, since the fraction of 

f-LT 1 s that are trappable is thus. greatly enhanced by the flight-time require

ment, and the final signal-to-background ratio is proportional to this 

fraction. The s3 - f-l delay was set at 8 feet, where the fraction of 

trappable f-LT 1 s is largest. At more than 8 feet delay, the trappable 

fraction falls off again, and the overall counting rates drop even more pre

cipitously. 

4. Solenoid Tilt from Vertical 

Finally, the f-LT counting rate was sharply improved by tilting 

the solenoid axis at about so to the vertical. One reason for this improve

ment is schematically shown in Fig. 1. The entering muons have about the 

right pitch angles initially when the solenoid is tilted. But much of the im

provement is due to a somewhat larger effective entrance gap. The muon 

orbits in the entrance gap are curved vertically (as well as horizontally), 

but the gap is not, and many more m.uons get through when the solenoid 

axis is tilted by a few degrees. 

The dependence of the number of late returning muons on any one of 

the above parameters depends on the settings of the other parameters. 

Therefore, several "iterations" were carried out to ensure that the optimal 

combination of settings was achieved. 
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Fig. 24. Reflected shallow-pitch muons vs cable delay between 
s

3 
and the muon counter. 
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Fig. 25. Muons trapped in the solenoid for at least three reflec
tions from the end mirrors. 
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C. Dynamic Diagnostics (Pulsed Mirror Operating) 

1. rf and Light Shielding 

As previously mentioned, the 30-kV 5000-Apulse through the single

turn coil that formed the upper mirror caused considerable light output 

from the residual gas in the vacuum chamber. It was not possible, in the 

time available, to keep the operating vacuum much better than about 1/2 

micron. Consequently, all counters 11 exposed inside the vacuum chamber 11 

were made light tight. The closeness of the f.!-counter scintillator to the 

pulsed coil resulted in a large flux of kilovolt-range electrons (produced 

in the discharge) impinging on this scintillator. Consequently, it was 

necessary to gate off the f.!-counter for several microseconds, the start 

of the gate being about 50-nanoseconds after the f.!T (t = 0) coincidence. 

In addition to the light problem, considerable rf pickup in all the 

counter cables was encountered. Double electrical shielding of all counter 

cables, tubes, and even light pipes reduced this pickup to a tolerable level. 

2. Three-Reflection Trapping (0.2 microsec) 

After the pickup problem was solved, the top mirror was turned 

on for ZOO nsec. Again, the diagnostic tool was muon time-of-flight from 

f.!T to A
2

. Figure 25 shows the effect of the top mirror. With the top 

mirror on, muons (those returning to A at times > 100 nanosec in the 
2 

absence of the top mirror) were reflected back toward the bottom mirror, 

from which they must be reflected again in order to be seen in A 2. There

fore, the late mirror-on peak represents muons that have made three re

flections off mirrors, two from the bottom and one from the top. 

3. One-Microsecond Trapping 

Having seen that the top mirror did indeed reflect the late-returning 

muons, we next lengthed the pulsed mirror to one microsecond. Figure 26 

shows the results. The late peak now represents muons that have been 

trapped for 1 microsec and have made many reflections off both mirrors. 

4. Fifteen-Microsecond Trapping 

Although the results of the 1-f.!sec trapping were encouraging, an 

examination of trapping for the full 15 f.!Sec was needed. It would have been 

futile to look for the exiting muons, because 999 out of 1000 decay first. 
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Fig. 26. Muons trapped in the solenoid for many reflections from 
the end mirrors (pulsed mirror closed for ::::: 1 !J.Sec). 
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Therefore, decay electrons from muons were counted (e 
1 

e 2 ) with the top 

mirror pulsed on for the full 15 rnicrosec, as well as with the top mirror 

off. Figure 27 shows the result. The difference between the two points on 

this figure does not give the actual signal since some of the electrons in

cluded in the 11background11 point come from trappable muons that have been 

reflected all the way back up to A 2. Additional measurements of the effi

cience s for detecting electrons originating from different points of the cham

ber were made. These 11 electron efficiency11 and background measurements 

indicated that, in the data-taking runs, about 40o/o of the electrons seen in 

(e 
1 

e 2) carne from true trapped muons, and 60o/o carne from muons that had 

activated all the logic and counting electronics but were not actually trapped; 

i.e. , were sitting somewhere on the walls when they decayed. The expected 

(g- 2) asymmetry was thus computed to be: 
fl 

A= a P S/(B+S), 

where P = fractional polarization = 0. 6 

a = j..L-decay asymmetry parameter = 1/3 

S = signal electrons = 0.4 

B = background electrons = 0.6 . 

D. Final Data 

(41) 

After we finished the diagnostics described in the preceding sections, 

we took the final data with alternate incoming 11trapped 11 muons having their 

spins not flipped and flipped. The final data are shown in Figs. 28 and 29. 

During the data taking runs the following items were kept under continuous 

surveillance. 

a. Beam optics and solenoid currents, 

b. Vacuum, and LN trap, 

c. Counter voltages, 

d. Voltages and currents in mirror and flip electronics, 

e. Solenoid temperature, 

f. All counting rates, 

g. Cyclotron beam and its spill, 

h. Gas pressures and flow in spark gap, 

i. Delay and overall appearance of pulsed mirror current. 
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Fig. 27. Electrons in the e 1e 2 counters from muons with and 
without the full 15-Jl.sec pulsed mirrors. 
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Fig. 29. Final flip data. 
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The weakest links in the whole system were the 30-kV capacitors 1n 

the spark gap. These capacitors received hard use, 11 ringing 11 for many 

cycles on each discharge. At distressingly frequent intervals, one or an

other of the three 30-kV condensers would break down. Replacement was 

mechanically inconvenient. 

The overall counting rates were as follows: 

a. s1 sz- 120 ,000/min, 

b. s 1 s 2s 3 - 29,000/min, 

c. f.!T - ZOO/min, 

d. 

e. 

f.!T followed by one of the anticounters (i. e. , the muon was ob

served to be not trapped) - 144/min, 

Estimated trapped muons - 20/min, 

f. Electrons from muon decay - 1.8/min. 

In order to lengthen 30-kV condenser life, we usually ran at half 

beam, obtaining the rates listed. 

V. DATA ANALYSIS 

A. Techniques 

The data were analyzed by standard techniques (Refs. 30 and 31). 

The theoretical curve (Fig. 4) was fitted to the data by the maximum-likeli

hood method. The best-fit parameters of the theoretical function were then 

used in conjunction with the final data to compute the 11 error matrix, 11 from 

which the final error estimates were obtained. 

The no-flip data showed no obvious departure from a muon-lifetime 

decay curve. Nevertheless, the no-flip data were run through the same 

analysis procedures as the flip data, to ensure that systematic effects played 

no role in the (g- 2) determination. 
1-L 

1. Maximum- Likelihood Method 

The 11 likelihood function 11 is simply the probability density for the 

data taking the form that was observed, assuming some theoretical distri

bution (which the data should approximate more and more closely as the 

amount of data approaches infinity). Thus, if N observations are made, 

and if the statistical errors may be considered Gaussian: 



where 

N 1 
IT -- exp 

i=1 2nai 
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[- i 

Y. =theoretical value for the ith observation 
1 

Y E.= experimental value for the ith observation 
1 

a i = estimated error in Y E . 
1 

UCRL-16469 

(42) 

From Eq. (42} it is clear that J... depends on the theoretical values 

assumed; and, since these values are in general dependent on some param

eters,/... may be considered a function of these theoretical parameters. 

Now J. is maximized, and the parameters for which~ is a maximum are 

the best-fit parameters, determined by the data. 

In our case, the number of observations is the number of different 

spin-flip times used (equal to the number of PHA channels used}. The 

curve to be fitted to the data is of the form 

where 

-Dt 
Y = T(1 + Asinx}e 

x= Ft + B 

t = time of flip pulse (after muon entry} 

Y = electron counts at t 

F = angular (g- 2) frequency 

B :::: initial phase of polarization 

A= amplitude of (g-2) sinusoid 

D = reciprocal of muon lifetime 

T = normalizing factor. 

(43} 

The Y E are then the numbers of electron counts in the N channels of the 

PHA, arfd to the usual Gaussian approximation, a~ = Y E . If the parameters 

in the theoretical curve are denoted by A , at f? ~ c/..... i : m "'-. max 

= 0 (O<mS-5), (44) 

where A>:< is the best-fit A 
m m. 
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Thus, it seems that one has simply to solve these five simultaneous 

equations to determine A,:,, Unfortunately, these conditions are necessary, 

but not sufficient, for £. ~ J!... , 
max 

In the very special case where the parameters enter the theoretical 

curve in a linear fashi~, the above conditions are, in fact, necessary and 

sufficient for /!... = ~. , Furthermore, it is equally valid to maximize p max 
W = log 'J.-., and then the necessary and sufficient conditions are that 

aw 
aA-

m A 
m 

- 0 ' 

In this case there are several linear 

(45) 

simultaneo·us equations for the 

and standard matrix techniques yield immediate answers. 

~' A, 
m 

A 
m. 

In the analysis of the (g-2)f.l data, the nonlinear manner in which the 

are involved preclude use of the powerful methods available for the more 

usual linear situation, The technique adopted, therefore, was to guess, by 

eye, the best parameter values, Then holding four parameters constant, 

we optimized the fifth, then another parameter, and so on, If the parameters 

were not correlated, five successive optim.izations would have determined 

the best-fit curve, However, since the optirnum value of one parameter 

depends on the values assumed £or the other parameters, successive itera

tions were necessary in the optimization, until successive rounds of optimi

zation yielded essentially identical best-fit parameter values, Figure 30 

shows the flip-data likelhood function as (g- 2) (proportional to frequency, F) 
fl 

was varied, but with the other parameters held at their best-fit values, 

2, Error Matrix 

Correlations among the parameters also required the use of the 

error matrix technique for error estimation, In the event that there are 

no correlations, the likelihood function is an M- dim.ensional Gaussian which 

is the product o£ M one-dim.ensional Gaussians in one parameter each, 

In parameter space, therefore, the parameters define M orthogonal axes, 

and the error in one parameter is equal to the a of the one-dimensional 

Gaussian, 

In general, the parameter axes in parameter space are nonorthogonal 

and curvilinear 0 In the usual treatment (and the one adopted here), one 

assumes that the axes1 curvature may be neglected, and only the nonorthogonality 
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plays a role. In this situation, the error in one parameter is not obtained 

from a of the likeliho6d function when all other parameters are fixed. 

Figure 30, for example, shows a a of about 5o/o in (g- 2) ; but varying the 
f.! 

phase, B, causes the entire Gaussian to move back and forth. The error 

matrix gives the error as 11o/o in (g-2)u when this is taken into account. 
I 

The correlations among parameters are taken into account by the 

error matrix, and 

-1 a a e = (H ) 
m n mn rfin 

where 

H mn 
(46) 

a = error in determination of A>:< 
m m 

8 - correlation between the A and A axes at 
mn m n 

ol_ = .£max· 

Therefore, 

(4 7) 

B. Experimental Results 

The likelihood function for (g- 2) , with the flip data used, is shown 
f.! 

in Fig. 30. That systematic effects are not responsible for the peak is 

shown in Fig. 31, where the (g- 2) likelihood function for the no-flip data 
f.! 

is compared to the flip likelihood function. 

Initially it may seem odd that although the no-flip likelihood function 

wanders about the asymmetry = 0 line, the flip likelihood function does not. 

The explanation is that the best-fit asymmetry to the no flip data was 

very small. Thus the sine curve never gets outside the straight-line fit 

region, as shown in Fig. 32(a). In the flip case, however, the sine curve 

does make excursions outside the straight-line fit region l Fig. 32(b)], so 

that the sine fit is much worse than the straight-line fit except when its 

frequency and phase are just right. 

The curve fitted to the data was 

YF = T(1+A sin X} exp (-Dt), (43) 

where 

·•' 
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Fig. 32(a) Schematic representation of no-flip data 
(b) Schematic representation of flip data. 
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Y F = elect.ron counts per channel of PHA 

X = 2n Ft + B 
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t = time of flip pulse after muon entry (after fl.T) . 

T = normalizing facto:r, 

Fitting for all five parameters above, one obtains the results 1n 

Table VI. 

Table VI, Best fit to final data. 

A= 0.087 ± 0.031 

B = ·· 1.25 ± 0.86 radians 

F = 389.5 ± 40,3 kilocycles 

T = 389.0 ± 13,0 
-1 

D = 0.440 ± 0.014 fl. sec 

The error i.n F is the statistical error in (g-2) . Much of this 
fl. 

error is due to the fact that the initial phase B and the frequency F are 

rather strongly correlated. If the initial.phase were precisely measured 

independently, it could be treated as a constant, and the determination of 

F would become considerably more precise. Therefore, an independent 

experiment was carried out to determine the properties of the polarized 

muon beam (Appendix A). The initial phase of the polarization was measured 

to an accuracy of about 2 a; but unfortunately, this phase was found to be a 

function of the muon range. As differential range curves were obtained both 

in the (g-2) run and in the beam study, we were tempted to equate the two 
fl. 

curves. Because the (g-2) run was carried out at the peak of the range 
fl. 

curve, the correct initial phase would then be the one measured at the peak 

of the beam-study range curve. There are, however, two reasons for 

doubting the equality of the two curves. First, the (g-2) range curve had 
fl. 

a very different counter geometry and the measurements were made in a 

2.8 kG field. Second, because less than 1o/o of the (g-2) muons degraded to 
' fl. 

40 MeV/c were trapped, the small fraction selected may have properties 

different from those of the whole 40-MeV/c population. 
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In the face of these difficulties, the initial phase could not be precisely 

determined, but was taken to be B = - 1. 53 ± 0. 24 radians. This is the 

median phase observed in the beam study {Appendix A). The error is half 

of the change in phase over the full width (at half maximum) of the muon

range curve in the beam study. 

With this independent information on the initial phase, the best fit 

to the various parameters is given in Table VII. 

Table VII. Best fit to final data 
with independent information on the initial phase. 

A= 0.090 ± 0.031 

B = - 1.53 ± 0.24 radians 

F:::: 403.6 ± 23.8 kilocycles 

T = 386 ± 13 
-1 

D = 0.438 ± 0.014 fJ.Sec 

As discussed above 

(g/2 - 1) = = 

In terms of the fitted frequency F, this becomes 

F 
(g/2 - 1) = e/m B ' 

where e/m is in kilocycles/gauss and B is in gauss. 

(48) 

(49) 

The magnetic field of the solenoid was 28.2 ± 0. 2 kG. The ratio e/m 

for the muon is 13.5 kc/G. Using these values with that of F in Table VII, 

Eq. (49) yields: 

(g/2 - 1) = 0.00106 ± 0.000067 . (50) 

This value is 1. 5 (] lower than the theoretical value and the CERN (g- 2)fl 

experimental result. 
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VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

To within the accuracy of this experiment the energy of interaction 

between a 50-MeV /c muon and a static, uniform magnetic field is correctly 

given by quantum electrodynamics, To this accuracy, this experiment con

firms, by a different method and with lower precision, the recent CERN 

results. 

It is possible to discuss somewhat more quantitatively the bearing of 

the experimental result on the validity of QED at small distances (Refs, 32 

through 36), There are many ways of introducing a cut-off length below which 

QED fails, One way is to replace the photon propagator 1/K
2 

with 
2 2 2 

(1/K ) - [1/ (K + A ) ] The effect on (g- 2)1-L of such a cutoff has been com-

puted to be (Ref. 33) 
2 

a. 2 ~0 
(g-Z)f.L = Zn [1 - 3 ( -r-) ] (51) 

c 

where ~O = the 11 cut-of£ 11 length 
11 

- X 

~ = the m.uon 1 s Compton wavelength. c 

A second way is to express the anoma.lous mom.ent as a dispersion integral, 

and then cut off the integral over the imaginary part at some upper limit 

A (Ref. 36). In this case, 

(g-2)1-L = ;'IT l 1-2 ] (52) 

These two limits are presented in Table I along with the corresponding 

limits obtained from the CERN experiment. 

The beautiful series of experiments on the electron by Crane et al. 

(Refs. 18 through 21), even though of much greater accuracy than the muon 

results, give less stringent cut-off lengths -- due to the smaller mass of 

the electron, From their work the photon propagator cut-off is 
-13 

)...
0 

;E.2,3X10 em. 

It would have been possible to have undertaken a second go-around 

with the apparatus, A factor of two or three improvement in accuracy 

should have been possible, In addition, a (g-2) measurement for negative 
1-L 

muons could also have been undertaken. However, in both cases more than 

just collecting electrons was involved, The HV storage condensors, . 
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which were not satisfactory, continued to fail during the experiment. To 

replace these condensers and refurbish the gap took several hours. The 

HV gap itself required constant attention to keep its delay to a minimum 

as essential requirement. In addition, the vacuum system had two weak 

spots that were unceasing sources of trouble. Finally, as in all experi

ments with considerable electronic gear, there was the usual electronic 

lifetime {about a day here). 

In summary, it took eso:entially the constant attention of the experi

menters to keep the total apparatus running, and when the limit of endur

ance was reached, this initial phase of the experiment was over. To im

prove the reliability of the equipment to the point where 10 to 30 times as 

much data could be taken would have required several months of additional 

work on the gear and external circumstances did not permit it. 

In light of our experience with this apparatus, we feel that an ex

periment along the lines of this one, performed at a 11 meson factory 11 

accelerator, would have a reasonable chance of getting down to the 4th

order term in (g-2) . Several changes in design, as well as improvements 
fJ. 

on the existing design, would be desirable. The solenoid field could be in-

creased by a factor of ::::: 3 using superconducting wire. This would result 

in a higher (g-2) frequency and would also allow use of higher momentum 
fJ. 

muons. In our experiment both the electron background and the high-muon-

loss figure are directly attributable to the necessity of degrading the in

coming 150-MeV/c muons down to 50 MeV/c. The solenoid could be made 

considerably longer so that the mirror-closing problem would be eliminated 

and a higher mirror ratio could be used. The pulsed-mirror-fixed-mirror 

system should be replaced by a square-wave oscillator feeding both mirrors 

with the appropriate phases, 

The possibility of Ge V / c polarized muon beams at the new acceler

ators suggests taking advantage of the time-dilation factor. This advantage 

is a considerable one, but the solenoid type of apparatus described here is 

not suited to this possibility. No comparison of the relative merits of a 

GeV momentum type of experiment vs a solenoid type has been made. 
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APPENDICES 

A. Polarization of Muons from In- Flight 'IT Decay 

The technique for producing a polarized muon beam. in this experi

ment was to allow pions to decay in flight, and then to select the forward

decaying muons. To see why such a process should produce polarized muons, 

it is necessary to transform the muon spin from the pion. (c.m) frame to the 

laboratory frame. 

Although spin may be defined relativistically in many ways, to avoid 

confusion we have adopted the definition given in Ref. 37. Suppose a muon 

is moving uniformly past an observer in some direction, and the observer 

states, 11 The spin is at an angle e with respect to the muon velocity. 11 

This statement will be taken to mean that if the observer were accelerated 

in the direction of the muon velocity until he and the muon were in the same 

inertial frame, the observer would then say, 11 The spin is still at an angle 

e with respect to the direction along which the muon was moving 11 (also 

the direction of the observer 1 s acceleration). 

In fact, the word 11 spin 11 has m.ore connotations than are meant here. 

The problem is entirely classical, and the 11 m.uon with spin11 can perfectly 

well be replaced by the 11 point cornpas s 11 of the Thomas precession frame. 

The transformations derived here depend only on the properties of the 

Lorentz transformation. 

From this starting point, the Lorentz transformation is all that is 

required to derive the spin transformations (Refs. 38-40). The peculiarities 

(to our Galilean senses) of the spin transformation follow from the fact that 

Lorentz transformations without rotations do not form a group. 

In the center-of-mass (c. m.) system, the pion decay is very simple. 

A positive pion at rest decays into a positive muon and a neutrino; the 

muon and neutrino come off in opposite directions with spins pointing opposite 

their directions of motion. Thus the muon is 100% polarized in the pion 

rest frame. 

According to the notation of E. P. Wigner (Ref. 38), the successive 

Lorentz transformations needed can be written out. 
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0 

cosh <P 

sinh <P 
sin: <PJ 
cosh <P 

(53) 

A (O, <j>) is a Lorentz transformation producing a transformed coor

dinate system moving at - V in the Z direction of the original system. 

The X axis is not needed and is suppressed throughout. 

R (e) = [-sci: ee :~~ : n (54) 

Here R(G) is a rotation operating on the unprimed system. It 

produces the primed system l Fig. 33(a)] , 

The direction in the YZ plane between Y and Z at an angle e 
to Z is called the e direction, Thu.s, the transformation that produces 

an unrotated system moving with velocity - V in the e direction is 

R(8) A(O, <j>) R{··8)= A.{8, <j>). 

We start in the muon :rest frame, with the spin in the -z direction. 

The pion frame is obtained by the transformation R(8) A(O, <j>!J.), The muon 

now looks like Fig. 33(b), to an observer in the pion frame. 

Now, the laboratory frame may be generated from the pion frame 

by A( rr/2, <Prr). This defines the pion as travelling in the +Y direction as 

seen by an observer in the laboratory frame. Thus, the overall trans-

formation is A(rr/2, <P ) R( 8) A(O, <j> ). Explicit calculation gives for this 
TI f.L 

transformation: 

cos e cosh "' '+'rr 

-sine 

cos e sinh <l> 
'lT 

(sin e cosh <P!J. cosh <!>
11 

+ sinh <P sinh <J> ) 
jJ. TI 

cos e cosh <P 
f.l 

(sin e cosh "' sinh "' '+' f.l 'i'n 
+ sinh <j> cosh <j> ) 

jJ. 'TT 

(sin e sinh <l> cosh <l> 
jJ. 'IT 

+ cosh <P sinh <J> ) 
jJ. 'TT 

cos e sinh <Prr 

(sine sinh <l> sinh <P 
1T jJ. 

+ cosh <P cosh <P ) 
jJ. 1T 

(55) 

But, for the spin to be parallel to the muon velocity, the observer• s frame 

must be produced from the muon u s rest frame by a transformation of the 

form R(8) A(O, <j>): 
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zl z 

z 

yl vfL 

y y 
R (8) transformation 

sf'-

(b) Decay fL in 7r frame 

Pion frame 

sf'-

/ 
Laboratory frame 

(c) Pion decay in pion and Laboratory frames 
of refe renee 

MU B-8775 

Fig. 33. Relativistic transformations of pion decay. 
(a) R(8) transformation. 
(b) Decay f.l in 7T frame. 
(c) Pion decay in pion and laboratory frames of 

reference. 
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[

cos e 
-si; e 

sin e cosh <P 

cos e cosh <P 

sinh ¢ 

sin e sinh ¢] 
cos e sinh <P 

cosh <P · 

A(rr/2, ¢ ) R{B) A{O, <P } can be put into the required form only by 
Tr f.l. 

multiplying (in the group sense} from the right by R(e}, where 

tan e: = cos 8 sinh <P•~r (57) 
sin 8 cosh ,h sinh ,h + sinh ,h cosh ,h 

"'f.l. "'n "'f.l. "'n 

cos 8 
= y ( i3 / f3 + ,--:~ i~n--:8""""') 

f.l. f.l. 'iiT 

is easily verified by explicit calculation. 

(56) 

Thus, A(rr/2, ¢ ) R(8)A{O, ¢ ) -
Tr f.l. 

R(8')A{O,<jl 1 )R{-E:), (58) 

so to an observer in the laboratory frame, the spin is rotated by E counter

clockwise away from the muon velocity. 

The expression for 4:· is readily converted into a more useful 

form., related to laboratory observables: 

(59) 

tan 8 
sin 8 1 

= '{ (f3 /f3 + cos 8 1 ) 
Tr Tr f.l 

{60) 

where y , f3 refer to the muon in the pion rest frame fixed by nature to 
f.l f.l 

be 1.04, 0.271 respectively, andy , f3 refe:s, to the pion in the laboratory 
TT TT , 

frame. The pion travels in the +Z direction in the laboratory frame. 

8 I = angle Of mUOn I S VelOCity in the pion reSt frame With 

respect to the Z axis, 

8 = angle Of muOn I S velocity in the laboratory frame With 

respect to the Z axis, 

( = angle between muon spin, velocity in the laboratory frame. 

The positive-pion decay in flight can be schematically represented 

as in Fig. 33 (c). 
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MU-30313 

Fig. 34. Muon polarization from in-flight n decay. 
P = 137 MeV/c; P max= 150 MeV/c. 

Tr ~ 
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Figure 34 summarizes the essential results for 137-MeV/c pions 

decaying in flight. The forward decay muons are polarized, as are the 

backward decaying muons. The forward decay muons have spins pointing 

opposite to their velocities, as in the pion rest frame. 

Although the theoretical aspects of muon polarization from in-flight 

pion decay were quite clear, it was still necessary to determine experi

mentally the actual muon polarization produced by the optics system of 

Fig. 7. It is evident that the characteristics of the optics system (such as 

the angle of forward decay cone accepted) affect the polarization finally 

observed. 

In order to measure rnuon-beam polarizations, a separate experi

ment was done. We were interested in the flux and polarization of various 

muon beams. The beam optics system used was that of the (g-2) experi
f.l. 

ment. 

Basically, the procedure was to stop the muons in carbon (which 

depolarizes the muon only slightly); the carbon was in a vertical 40-gauss 

magnetic field, which caused the muon spin to precess; the time distri

bution of decay electrons seen by a counter telescope in the horizontal plane 

of the muons then has the form 

where 

Y = T ( 1 +A sin X) exp(-Dt), 
p 

Y = decay electrons seen at time t, 

A= asymmetry (for 100o/o polarization, A= 0. 33), 

X = 2n Ft + B, 

t = time after muon stops, 

F = precession frequency ex: gjm. 

D = reciprocal of muon lifetime, 

T = normalizing factor. 
p 

(81) 

The equipment used is shown in Fig. 35. The Helmholtz coils were 

placed where the (g-2) solenoid is shown in Fig. 7. 
f.l. 

The muons enter the system through a small hole in the Pb shielding, 

as shown in Fig. 35. The signature of a stop in the carbon stopper is 

s1 s2s3 . This starts a time-to-pulse-height converter, which is stopped 

by the decay electron, s3s4s0
s2 . The time-converter output goes to a 



Beam 
snout 

(downstream 
from Titan) 
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so 
~sl s2 
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sl ~4 Helmholtz coils 

MU-30315 

Fig. 35. Setup for measuring the initial phase of the (g-2) 
polarized muon beam. 
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pulse-height analyzer and is stored, giving rise to the decay electron-time 

distribution above, About two spin revolutions per lifetime are used, 

The system was quite clean, thanks to the large anticounters s
0 

and 

s
3

. Backgrounds were low: typically, the decay electrons were observed 

for three lifetimes, with background at the end of three lifetimes being less 

than 5o/o. 

The best polarization of f.1 + was found with the optics system set so 

that 135-MeV/c pions were accepted by Atlas, and 150-MeV/c forward-decay 

muons were accepted by Titan, The observed asymmetry {A) as defined 

above was 0. 145; inasmuch as carbon depolarizes muons by ::::: 25o/o (Ref. 41), 

the in-flight asymmetry was ::::: 0, 20, and the polarization was therefore 

:::::60%. 

An interesting feature of this polarized beam is that it is not 

polarized along its velocity, as one might expect. The reason is shown in 

Fig, 36, Immediately after Atlas there is a broad spread of pion momenta, 

with most of the pions being on the high-momentum side bf the beam line 

(pion production is a sharply rising function o£ momentum at 135 MeV /c), 

These high-momentum pions do not have as far to decay as the 135-MeV /c 

pions do, but there are a lot of them. .Such pions may produce 150-MeV/c 

muons by decaying not straight ahead, but off to the side somewhat, as 

shown in 'Fig, 36, Such a muon is polarized with its spin pointing largely 

to the beam 0 s right. In fact, considering all 150-MeV/c muons from pion 

decay, it becomes clear that all the spins lie in the semicircle to the right 

of the beam. 

The direction of the average polarization is found in fitting the initial 

phase l of Eq. ( 43.)] to the decay-electron data, This was done for both 

signs of the Helmholtz magnetic field; the two phases so determined were 

consistent to within ::= 2 degrees, We conclude that at the middle of the 

muon range, the average spin is in the horizontal plane and makes an angle 

of 102 ° ± 2 o with V, rather than the expected angle of 180 °, The phase 

depends on the range of the m.uons considered, however, Short-range 

muons are defined as the muons at the short-range ha.lf-maxim.um point of 

the differential range curve; long- range muons are defined as the muons 

at the long-range half-maximum point. With these definitions, short-range 

muons have an average spin angle of 107 ° with V; long- range muons have 

an average spin angle of 80° with V, 
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/Muon from 135-MeV/c pion 

/v (forward decay} 
S • .. v Beam line 

' 
', --------~------~~~ .. ~v 

/
'•,,,v/// S ~150 M V/ f - e c muon rom 

high-momentum pion 
Hjgh-momentum 
p1on 

MU-30316 

Fig. 36. Source of transverse muon polarization. Dashed 
line is pion flight path, and solid lines are muon 
flight paths. 
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The overall counting rates were as follows: 

s1 52 = 2400 k/hour 

515253 = 1800 k/hour (stopped in 1/2-inch thick carbon) 

s35 4s0
s2 = 170 k/hour 

B. Error Matrix 

The error matrix defined in Sec. V is derived in a straightforward 
>::: 

way. The likelihood function may be Taylor expanded about A , and 

according to the notation of Sec. V. 

t 
m=1 

aw 
aA 

m 
>!< 13m 

A =A 

where 

and 

H = mn 

-1/2 H l3 13+ .. ·, 
mn m n m,n 

,., 
A =A' BA BA 

m m 
m m 

m m 

The second term vanishes' since at A>'r' a w I a A = 0 
m 

Therefore 

log/ (A)= W(A,:')-1/2 L H l3 l3 + ... 
mn m n m,n 

Neglecting higher order terms, we see that 

.f..._ (A) = C exp(-1/2 (64) 

(62) 

(63) 

which is an M-dimensional Gaussian. The validity of the error matrix 

rests on the assumption that the likelihood function is in fact approximately 

Gaussian. If the statistics are too poor for this to be so, the error matrix 

is on shaky ground. 
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Viewing the A as axes in parameter space, we wish to make a 
m 

linear transformation that will diagonalize H, and make ~(A) the product 

of M-independent one -dimensional Gaus sians. In this new coordinate system, 

the new parameters (linear combinations of the old parameters) are not cor

related, and the error in each is simply a of the corresponding one-di

mensional Gaussian. Therefore, let U be the unitary matrix that diagonalizes 

H. U . H . U-1 :; [ h1h2. 0 ]= h (65) 

0 . 'h 
M 

where 
IV -1 
U=U . 

The coordinate system is transformed according to 

-1 
y=f3· u ' (66) 

where ym are the new axes. 

The differential element of .probability in f3 space is 

dMP ~ C exp [- i (y · U) · H · (y · U) J dM~ , 

and since 
M 

{I U I = 1 } is the Jacobian relating the volume elements 

and d y, we have in y space 

dMP = C { 
1 

exp - 2 (68) 

Now that the M dimensional Gaussian has been put in the form of 

the product of M-independent one-dimensional Gaussians, 

-1 
't 't = 6 h = .6.y .6.y . 
mn mnm mn 

(69) 

Therefore 

\1 -1 
- ~ umk hk ukn (70) 

= (u- 1 . h · U) , and finally, 
mn 
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(71) 

(7 2) 

As a simple example of this formula, consider the two-dimensional 

Gaussian 

i = C exp {- i (xz + yz)} . (7 3) 

Here, I. is the product of two independent one-dimensional 
* ~:c Gaussians, and x = y = 0; L:l.x = L:l.y = 1. Suppose, however, that in the 

hypothetical experiment producing this J<., the desired parameters were 

x' and v, with v = y/sin8' and x 1 =X- v cos e. In other words, v is an 

axis at e to x 1 , and both axes have the same scale (no expansion or con-

traction) as before. From a physical point of view, it is clear that i:l.x' 

and L:l.v should be larger than before since x 1 and v are more nearly de

generate, and, for 8 = 0, i:l.x' and L:l.v are in fact infinite. However, 

;( (v)l x' = C exp {- 1 
vz} = 2 0 

.;(_{x• )lv = 0 C exp {- 1 ,z} (74) = 2 X ' 

and the unwary might conclude that L:l.v = L:l.x 1 = 1 again. But, the two-di

mensional Gaussian is no longer a product of independent Gaussians: 

..<((x' ,v) = C exp {~ (x•
2 + v 2 + 2x'v cos 8)}. (75) 

Therefore the error matrix must be used: 

= + cos e. 

So: 

(76) 
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and 

= 
1 

2 
(1-cos 8) [ 

1 -cos e] 
-cos e 1 

(77) 

Thus we conclude that 6.v = 6.x 1 = 1/sin e. -1 
Note that (H)

12 
= (6.x) (6.x 1 )cos 8, 

where e is the angle between axes in parameter space. 

When the various parameters are independent, 11 outside 11 precise 

knowledge of one of the parameters will not improve the accuracy of re

maining parameters. However, if the correlation among parameters is 

strong, then knowledge of the exact value of a parameter may markedly 

improve the accuracy of the remaining parameters. In the example above, 

suppose that e = 6° [note that the angle may be found by observing the 

x 1 , v correlation, (H)~~]. Suppose further that an experiment has yielded 

x 1 = 0 ± 10, v = 0 ± 10. If an independent determination of x 1 is possible, 

so that x 1 = 0 ± e (where e: < < 10), then the experimental data may be fitted 

by varying v alone, and one would improve the accuracy 10 times: 

v=0±1. 

In more than two dimensions, the situation is not so easily visualized 

geometrically. In three dimensions, for example, let X, Y, Z be orthogonal 

axes, and let W = 1/2 (X
2 + Y

2 + Z 
2

). Suppose we are interested in the 

parameters: 

where 

X 1 = x - Y 1 cos e 
Y 1 = (Y- Z 1cos 4>)/sin e 
Z 1 = Z/ sin <P , 

X 1 axis coincides with X axis 

Y 1 axis is in the XY plane, at an ~ e to X. 

Z 1 axis is in the YZ plane, at an ~ <P to Y. 

The error matrix may be computed, as above, to be: 

(7 8) 

[ 1 -

. 28 2 
s1n cos <P -cos e sin e cos e cos 

1 - cos e 1 - sin e cos <P 
. 2 . 2 . e cos e cos e cos <P . 2e Sln 8 Sln <P Sln <P - sin s1n 

(79) 

$} 
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Note that, although X 1 l Z 1 , the X 1 , Z 1 correlation is not zero, 

unless X' l Y' also. Furtherrnore, as q,- 0, ~X'- oo unless X' 1 Y' 

it could be said that X 1 is correlated to Z 1 through Y 1 
, even though 

X 1 J. Z 1
• 

C. Co~puter Prog_rams for Data Analysis 

Thus 

The data were analyzed on an IBM 650 computer with Fortran 

programs. Thus only m.inor modifications would be required for the pro

grams to be used on other computers (e. g., the addition of FORMAT state

ments). The program.s included here are: 

RAWFIT II 

MACHINE SWEEP RAWFIT 

ERROR MATRIX II 

N BY N MATRIX INVERSION 

All but the matrix-inversion program are applicable only when the 

curve being fitted to the data has the form 

YF= Tp (1 + AsinX) exp {-·Dt) 

where X = (Ft + B),t is the independent variable, and 

and D are parameters to be fitted to the data. 

The programs a.re discussed in the above order. 

1. RAWFIT II 

(61) 

T, A,F,B, 
p 

RAWFIT II com.putes chi squared and the likelihood function, given 

curve parameters and experirn.ental data. As many as 64 experimental 

points may be accorr.~.modated. 

Input Data 

N = nurrtber of experimental points to be used. 

YEXP (I) ::: experimentaHy observed value at point I. 

SIG (I) = estimated error in YEXP (I). 

TIME (I) ;::: time at point I(TIME is the independent variable in the 

function to be fitted). 
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TCON 

A 

BETA 

TAU 

TOP 

TNAP 

= parameters in the curve to be fitted to the YEXP (I): 

YFIT = TOP;:, (1.0 +A>:< SINF (X) )':' EXPEF (-TIME(I)/TNAP), (80) 

X= ((TIME (I)+ TCON)/TAU)':·' 6.2832 +BETA. ( 81) 

Output Data 

11 Final data 11 is punched out according to statements 42 and 43. 

L = dummy, useful for sorting final data from intermediate data. 

SSQD = chi squared. 

PPRO = exp ( -1/2 SSQD); proportional to the likelihood function. 

PACT = likelihood function. 

BPPRO = PPRO multiplied by a weight function; not of general 

interest. 

The six curve-fitting parameters are also punched out. 

"Intermediate data 11 is punched according to statement 30. 

I indicates that the .!Jh experimental point is concerned. 

YFIT = value of the fitted curve at the _!!h point. 

SQD = square of the difference YFIT- YEXP (I) in units of SIG (I). 

General Operation 

The input data are prepared in the following way: N is followed by 

TCON, after which come the experimental data punched on N cards, with 

each card containing one set of (YEXP {I), SIG {I), TIME {I)). Next, on 

any number (M) of cards, M sets of the five parameters in statement 20 

are punched. 

The computer then calculates the appropriate quantities for one set 

of the statement-20 parameters, then returns to do the next set, and so on, 

until all M sets are finished. 

In compilation of the program, a subroutine for evaluation of sin(X) 

must be included. 

•. 
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--------------------------------------------~-------------------------------~---· 

COOOOO RAWFIT II 
cooooo 

20 DIMENSION YEXPI64)• SJG(641t ----------------- ··2 i- ·:(fME ( 64 f- -- ---·--- --- .. - ·- ------------------------ ----------· 
40 READ• N · -------------------- --R-EAo~-fco;i( ___ ----- ---·· --------- ----------------------------· 
60 DO 8 I= 1 tN 
80 READ, YEXPlllt SIGillt 
81 TIME( I I ------ -----------1oo --p-sr <i;-1-~-o----- ---· ------ ·-- ---- ---· --------------------------· 

120 DO 14 1=1tN ·--- ------------ -14-o--Ps l(f; PS -fG-is i "G-ff 1------------------------------------------
160 CONTINUE 
180 L=300 
200 READtAtBETA,TAU,TOP,TNAP -----------------i 2 o --s-soo;-o·; 6---------- ~ ---------- -----------------------------· 
240 DO 32 1=1tN -

------------------ ----T-- ------; T-fM'E: "i ~-,-+ T CO_N ___ ------------------------ --------· 
250 X=IT /TAUI*6.2B32+BETA 
260 YF IT= TOP*( 1.U+A""i'S-INYl X I 1*:_:...:..:-----------
261 EXPEF(-TIME( I 1/TNAPI 

-----------------2 8 o --so5;Tf vEx "PC f) :.yF f rY/5 I tTrn--------------------------
281 **2 ' 

-----~-----------3oo--PUNCH-;f~A-~BETA-;fA09-vFll9-sao--------------------------

320 SSQD=SSQD+SQD 
340 CONTINUE 
360 PPRO=EXPEFl-Oe5*SSQDI 

-----------------4(fo--PAC-(~PPRoif1"P-sfGT*--C2;5o61r--------------------------· 

401 **NI 
-----------------42-o--PUNC:H;L~-ssoo~-PPRo~-PACl--------------------------------· 

421 ,A,BETAtTAU 
1000 BPPRO=PPRO*EXPEFI-Oe5* 
1001 (BETA/0.351**2•01 . -----------------43-o-PuN(-H;-i-;-toP-;-TNA-P-;B-PPRo---------------------------· 

-----------------~JJ __ !!~9-~----------------------------------------------------· 440 GO TO 20 
460 END 
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2. MACHINE SWEEP RAWFIT 

This program does essentially what RAWFIT II does, the major 

difference being that in this program the computer varies the curve parameters 

to be fitted, searching for the best fit. It optimizes each parameter in turn, 

and then reoptimizes, using smaller steps in parameter values. It continues 

this cycling until turned off by the operator. However, there is a major dis

advantage. Because of the nonlinear way in which the parameters enter the 

curve to be fitted, the computation. may converge to some insignificant local 

maximum in the likelihood function (a local minimum in chi squared), unless 

the initial values of the parameters read into the computer are fairly close 

to the true optimum values. H a general picture of the entire likelihood 

function is desired, then of course RAWFIT II is again the program to use. 

As many as 150 experimental points may be used in MACHINE 

SWEEP RAWFIT. This program, suited to the analysis of PHA-stored

time distributions, makes some adjustment for nonlinearities in the time

converter-PHA system. Long times are assumed to be in low channels. 

The input-data format allows the FHA (if RIDL or Victoreen or similar 

machine) read-out to be converted directly into input-data cards (e. g. , 

Tally-Tape to card conversion, with no operator punching required). The 

statistical error in a. given channel is assumed to be the square root of the 

stored number. A background term is included in the curve to be fitted. 

Input Data 

N = number of experim.ental points to be used. 

CH (I) = channel number (of PHA) of ~h experimental. 

YEXP (I) -- experimental value stored in CH (I). 

CNO - CN6 = seven channel numbers (usually fractional), 

A (1) 

A (2) 

A (3) 

A (4) 

A (5) 

A (6) 

TC 
YF = 

which are separated by 1-f.lsec intervals, where 

CN 0 > CH (I) MAX, and CN6 < CH (I) MIN. 

parameters in the curve to be fitted to the YEXP (I): 

A (4} >:< {1.0 +A (1)>:< SINF (X) )>:<EXPEF (-A(5) >:<T) + A(6) (82) 
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X = A (3) >:< T + A (2) 

T = TT (I} + TC = TIME of _!!h point (computed). 

D {1) 

D (2) 

D (3). 

D {4) 

D {5) 

D (6) 

initial increments of parameters to be used by the 

computer in sweeping parameter space for the best-

fit point. D {I) is the increment corresponding to A (I). 

TC = time at channel CNO . 

BUG= - (any number) for diagnostic punches, 

+ (any number) for no diagnostic punches. 

R = factor by which the D (1) are decreased after a (6) optimization. 

J = index of A (J); optimization starts with A {J). 

Output Data 

Statement 155 punches the experimental input data, and the computed 

YM {I) and TT {I). 

YM {I) = modification of YEXP (I) due to the time-converter-PHA 

nonlinearity. 

TT (I) = time interval from CNO to CH (I) . 

Statement 214 punches various ''internal" information; used for 

debugging. 

Statements 301 - 306 punch final output data. 

L = 1 + (number of reversals in direction of sweep in A (J) in looking 

for max). 

A= all of the A (I), 

. J = shows which A (J) is being optimized. 

D = all of the A (I) increments, 

K = 1 on first computation of chi squared, 2 thereafter, 

SCQ = chi squar.ed at A. 

SCQI ·= hest '(lowest) previous chi squared. 
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General Operation 

Input data are prepared in the following way: 

N is followed by the experimental data punched on N cards, with one set 

of (CH(I), YEXP (I) ) per card. Next follows one card, with CNO - CN6. 

Finally come the three last cards: A (1) - A (6) on the first; D (1) - D (6) 

on the second; and TC, BUG, R, J on the last. 

The computer first computes and stores the YM (I) and TT (I), then 

begins computation of chi squared and the search for its minimum. The 

computer first optimizes A (J), then goes on to A (J + 1). After optimizing 

A (6), it reduces the D (I) by the factor R, and starts optimizing A (1). The 

machine continues through this cycle until turned off. 

A subroutine for the evaluation of sin (X) must be provided in the 

compilation of the program. 

3. ERROR MATRIX II 

ERROR MATRIX II computes the matrix H for the parameters A, 
mn 

BET A, FREQ, TOP, and DKRQ, where the fitted curve is 

where 

and 

YFIT = TOP':' (1.0 + A':' SINF (X)':' EXPEF (-DKFRQ TIME (I) ) ) , 

(83) 

X= 6.283185':'FREQ*T +BETA 

T = TIME (I) + TCON , 

The program can accommodate up to 64 experimental points; it assumes 

that the statistical error in YEXP (I) is just (YEXP (I) ) i/Z, SIG (I) plays 

no role in the calculation. 

The output matrix H must be inverted before it yields any informa-
mn 

tion on the errors in the parameter determination, 
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COOOOO MACHINE SWEEP RAWFIT·------------------------------
(00000 ----

10 DIMENSION CHI15VItYEXPC150Jt ---------------f c A-( 6' , .. ; (,-( 6, ~ YM- f f50) 'T-T ff 50-,--------------------------------
20 READtN ---------------46 -oo-6 --1-:f; ;,.--- -·-- -- ... ·- - .. -·-- ·----- ----------------------------
60 READtCHIIJtYEXPIIl 
80 REAOtCNUtCN1tCN2tCNli;cN4,CNSt 
81 CN6 --- -----------f6o-o<f -155--f;i~··N---- -- · ----------------------------------------

1ooo IFCCN1-CHCIJllOlt110tl10 ------------16 i·o--r i ,.-,------------------ ··- -· -·-- · -------------------------------
1011 =CCNO-(H(I)l/CCNO-~C~N~l~)--------------------------
1030 YMCil=YEXP(J) 
1050 GO TO 155 -------------f 166--r-F fcN-i:.:-cH( -.-;·;-1 Yf .L 12o ,-f2o- -------------------------------· 
1110 TTCIJ -------------f 11 i----~ (ct·ff.:ci~-f(f 11/-(cN i :.:e-N 2 liT;o---------------------------
1130 YMCil=YEXP(Il*ICNl-~C~N~2~l~/---------------------------
1131 C CNO-CN 1) 

GO TO 155 
·------------1-266--fF(cN-3-~CH-( -~)) '(z-f ~·· i 3()'; 130--------------------------------

1210 TTCIJ ·---- --------12 i i ----;(cf.i i.:(j-f( f -, ·;-/CcN2::cii3i+-z-;o---------------------------
123o YMCIJ=YEXP(Il*ICN2-CN3)/ 

1331 (CNO-CNl) 
----------------- _G.Q- _T_Q- !.? ,_ ------ ---------- ----------------------------------· 

1400 IFICN5-CHCI1l141t150t150 
14i1 0 T T ( I I . --- ---------~ 4 i i--- ... ; ( c-N'4:.c-H'fll-,-i(cN4-.:cN5-,-+4~cf----------------------- ----
1430 YMIII=YEXP(I)*ICN4-CN5l/ 
1431 ( CNO-CN 11 

GO TO 155 . ·- -----------150'0--i i (1-,-·-- ----------------------------------------------------
1501 =ICN5-CHCill/ICN5-CN6J+5eO 

------------i 5 3o--v M 1-I -,-; v E:)(P f I 1 * fcN5-.:cN6Yi ---------.--------------- -------· 
1531 ICNO-CN1J . 

GO TO 155 ____________ !?.?9 __ ~y~~-~!1J~-~t!Jy_~g~~J_tilY-~t!JJ ___________________________ _ 
1551 TTIIJ 

_____________ 1.9 _o __ 13!;: ~ _p_ t~ __________________ ------------------------ -----------· •.-
110 READtD 
120 READtTCtBUGtRtJ 

5020 K=1 
____________ 29~_0 __ ~::_1 ________________________________________ - --------- ~--- --

130 SGN=+1e0 
_____________ )!t_Q._S~.9-~Q,g_ -------------------------------- ---------------. 

1600 DO 250 1=1•N 
2000 SIG=YEXPIII**I-0.~5w1~*~Y~Mul~l~)~-----------------------
2020 T=TT(IJ+TC 

____________ 2.0_4_Q_X.:=Al3J ~-l ~~J.2..l _____________________ .. ___________ --------. 
2060 YF~Af4t*fleO+AI11*SINFfXJI* 
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2080 CQ=((YF-VM(JII/SIG1**2 
~ ·- _ ------ __ _____ 2._100 _ .SCQ~S.CQ.tCQ _____ -· __________ ---- ___ ------~--------- ------· 

2120 IF(BUGI214t250t250 . 
. _______ ------ _.2140_ .PUNCti_,_l t. CHJ I l t.Y_F..)( P.( .U tYM.•Xt:, ----------------------

2141 SIGtCOtltSCQtTT( I ItT 
------------~z~s~~O~~r~I~NxUaE ______ __ 

3010 PUNCHtL 
·------------- _.3.0.2 o_ p_u.fll.cti_,_~ ,_J ___________ .. _______________ ----------------------· 

3040 PUNCHtDtK 
_______________ 30.6_0 __ eVN.C..I-i '- S~9 t~~<)_I_,_ L •R ________ ------------------------ _ 

4000 IFfK-21402t41Ut410 
4020 SCQI=SCQ 
4040 A(JI=A(J)+SGN*D(J) 

·- ------------ __ 4.06Q _ _K =:.2- _______ ·_-- ------- .. --------- --------------------------· 
4080 GO TO 14 . 

______________ .. 4. 1 QO __ u:! _s~_Q.t:-s~_a 1 4_1_8_!_ '± !.?-_,_'! !.? ___________________________ _ 
4120 A(JI=A(J)+SGN*D(J) 

------------4~140 SCQI=SCQ 
4160 GO TO 14 
4180 SGN=-SGN --------- ------42\Jo --A f.J)~-A'(.J) +-2'~ 6*-s-G"r~*o-(J;----------------~-----------· 
4220 L=L+l 

---------------424o--fF1L~-3142-6;43o-;43o---------------------------------· 

4260 GO TO 14 
43UO L=1 
4310 A(JI=A(JI-SGN*D(J) ---------------4 3-z-o-- f i=·t -J.:6r4-34;4 4o; 44o __________ -------------------------
4340 J=J+1 ' ---------------4 36_o_ r.. r:.r,-;A ,-.r,-+st'N*oi"JT ______ ---------------------------
4380 GO TO 14 
44-00 J=l 

---------------~~~~ __ QQ __ ~'!~-~~~~!~----------------------------------------4440 D(KKI=D(KKI/R 
---------------'±~~_o __ ~!dJ_=_~!~}_-f:~~~~I?.~~J _________________________________ _ 

4480 GO TO 14 
4500 END 

----------------------r-----------------------------------------------------
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Input Data 

A 

BETA 

FREQ 

TOP 

DKFRQ 

N ='number of experimental points used. 

YEXP (I) = experimentally observed value at point I. 

SIG (I) = arbitrary number. 

TIME (I) = time at point I (time is the independent variable in the 

fitted curve). 

TCON = constant time interval = physical time at I = 1. 

= values of fitted parameters (fitted in RAWFIT II or 

MACHINE SWEEP RAWFIT). 

Output Data 

Much internal data is punched out, but the error matrix itself is 

punched out row by row, one element per card on 2.5 cards in statement 

number 1007. Each card has three words: H (I, J); I; and J. The final 

output card contains the set of parameters A - DKFRQ for which the 

matrix is computed. Thus, the last 26 cards punched have the error matrix 

and its associated parameter values. 

General Operation 

The input data are prepared in the following way: N is followed by 

TCON, and then follow N cards with one set of (YEXP(I), SIG (I), 

TIME (I) ) on each card. Last are the A - DKFRQ parameters, any number 

of sets, one set per card. 

The computer computes the error matrix associated with each set 

of A - DKFRQ, until all sets are finished. 

With this program, a. predicted error matrix may be obtained before 

data are taken. For this, simply compute Y FIT at the I points where data 

will be taken, and use the expected A- DKFRQ parameters. Then use 

these YFIT values as YEXP (I). The resultant matrix is what one would 

obtain by averaging the matrices of many experimental runs, and is the 

best prediction possible. 

A subroutine for evaluation of sin(X) and cos (X) must be included. 
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COOOOO ERROR MATRIX 11 (NUT INVtRTEO) 
cooooo 

50 DIMENSION YEXP(641•SIG164)t -----------------5· C "ffME i 64 ;-; ~f(5-; 5-,-- .. -- ... ---- ------------------------------
100 REAOtN ----------------116 --RE.Ao; r-c6N --------- .. ··-- .. ----- -----------------""'------------
150 DO 20 l=ltN 
200 REAOtYEXPI I) tSlG( I) tTIMEI It 
250 REAOtAtBETAtFRtQtTOPtOKFRQ ----- ---------5-o-oo- o-o·-56 6-. i ~ 1 ~-5---- ~-- ---· ----- .. ------------------------------

·-- ---------- --~Q?.P __ QO- .5.9_~- J_=_I_! ~ .. ---- ·---- ----- . -----------------------------
S040HiltJI=O•O 
5060 CONTINUE 

300 DO 899 1=1tN 
310 T~TIMEIIJ+TCON . ---------------356-x~-6; 2-83 f 8 5*-F.RE:a_*_f __ --- --+EfEfA-------------------------· 
400 SSS=SINF!X) ----------------45 o --e:-c:·c ;co.s·,: 1 ·x.-,- ·· -···---- -- ------- -----------------------------· 
500 EEXP=EXPEFI-DKFRQ*TIMEIII I 550 Y-F IT=TOP*I 1e0+A*SSS I *~E~E~X-f.P.;_ __________ _ 

600 OIFF=CYFITJ-(VtXP(I I I 
---------- ------·--656 -"Putict=r,-- I~ >(,-s s~;,·ccc·, l::t"x ;;-,yr:n·-----'"- -------------------

660 PUNCHtYEXPIIJ,DIFF 
. ------ --------8 oo o--H f i ~ Y f; t=fi Y ,-i I +-(f; o /Y~ x -p-, T r f i-------------------------. 

8001 ITOP*SSS*EEXPI**2e0 
8010 PUNCHdtH(l,l) ----------------
8050 Hl1t2J=Hilt21+!1e0/YEXPIIII* 

--- ------------8o5Y-fo IF}~· +'fo"P-*Aiss-s*E:t.(P ;· itE:-xi'*--------------------------· 
8052 TOP*CCC 

. --------------8o6(f-P0Nc-H";19i.fff; T1- ·------ ------ ------------------------------· 
8100 Hl1t31=HI1t3)+! 1.0/~Y~E~X~P~(~I~I~I*-----------------
8101 IDIFF+TOP*SSS*EEXP*At*TOP* 
8102 6e283185*T *CCC*EEXP 

·- -------------all o--PuN·c-H ;1 9 -..ref; y,- -- ·-·- ·-- ------------------------------------
8 1,5 0 H I 1 , 4 I = H I 1 , 4 ) + ! 1 • 0 I Y E X P I I ) ) * ---------------8 15-I--f D I FF-+vf:Yff is 5-s-it:E:x·P ---------- -------------------------· 
8160 PUNCHtltH!1t4) 
8200 HI 1t5)=H( lt5t+! 1e0/YEXPI I I I* 
8201 IDIFF+YFITI*TOP*SSS*I-TIMEII) ---------------a 2c>2--f*i:E:_x_r:> ----------------- ------·· ------------------------ ---· 
8210 PUNCHtltH(1,51 ·- -------------825-o--H «2 -,-i;;·~·ffi ~ 2·-,-+ n-:<fivEx-P"r n-;-;----· -------------------· 
8251 IDIFF•TOP*A*!-SS~~t~*~E~E~X~P_+~I~T~O~P-----------------------
8252 *A*CCC*EEXP1**2.0) 
8260 PUNCHtltHC2,21 ·--------------a3o_o __ H(2-,-3;-;iffi;3-,-+fi-:o7vt)(P"fnT·-------------------------· 
8301 1-DIFF*SSS+TOP*A*CCC*CCC*EEXP ·--------------------------------------------------------------------------------8302 I*TOP*A*6e283185*T *tEXP 
8310 PUNCHtltH(2,31 
8350 Hl2t4)=H(2t41+( 1eO/YtXPI 1 t )* 

·-------------- ~J,_l. _! Q_I£J:±.Y.fJ. Il.~.:.A_~~~~-*-l.~l<.P-:. -------------------~ ~ __ ... , _. 
8360 PUNCHtltHI2t4) 

·- ____ ------- __ ~~-O_Q_tfj_2_,_~ 1.:=_1-H_f.! ..? .. t-tU·.~_Q(.:'f.S_'t~t! J -'-~-------------- ._ ~ ~ -- ·--- --
8401 IDIFF+YFITI*TOP*A*CCC*EEXP* 
8402 1-TIMEI I Jt 
8410 PUNCHtitH(2t5) 

___ -----------~!+-~Q_tf_(_3_!J J.:=J!t ~.!)J_ -t $ _l_._QO'-~-'t~ 11 )J_!---------~---~ ~ -~ _____ 0 

8451 (0IFF~TOP~A*I6.283185*T 
------------- _ _!t_~~~-J .!"-~~ !.9.!-L~~§-~.l! _!:_E_XE±JJ_Q.~! P.-*----------____ ... _______ -----· 
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8453 6e283185*T *CCC*EEXPl** ~ 

---------- .8.4.5_4 __ 2_. __ Q_ ). ------ .. - ..... -. ---------------------------------------------
8460 PUNCHtltHC3t3l 

___________ 8 500_.ttl3, ~L=:J:U .3_• 4 l.:+-JJc.•.Q I Y ~~ P _(_I_)_~!------------------------- ___ _ 
85U1 CDIFF+YFITl*A*6•283185*T 

--------~8~02 *CCC*E~XP 8510 PUNCHtltHC~3~,-4~)--------------------------------------
-----------8.550 __ H_C 3t5) =HC 3t51+! leO/YEXPC I) l* 

8 551 , o 1 FF ... -v-F r-r-,. roi:iiA*6-.-i a 31 "ff5* ------------------------------
8552 f-TIMEClll*T *CCC*EEXP 

·------ ----8 56-o~-PUNCH, (;t-i· ,-3, ·5-,- · · ·· ··- --- ··- ··- · --------------------------------
--------~8 600 H ( 4 , 4 ) = H ( 4 , 4 _I _:f-_( 1 • 0 I Y E X:..:...;P~( =-I ,;._) ;_I *-----------------------

8601 CC1eO+A*SSSI*EtXP)**2eO 
8610 PUNCHtltHC4t4) 

-----------865o--t-i·c·4, 5-, -~H(-4-, s, ·+-1"1 ;o·/v-ExP-(f))it-----------------------------
. . 8651 CDIFF+YFITl*I1•U+A*SSS)* -----------8652--,-,;.riM-E-Iii -,-*E E:-£P-- ·- -------------------------------------------
--------~8~60 PVNCHtltHC4t~ 

8700 HC5t5)=Hf5t5)+!~1~.~0~/~Y~E~X~P~(~l~l~l~*~----------------------
----- ______ 8_7_Q l_J_l) l ff_~JC>P.~f ~- _. _0_+_~!§_?_~- t!J_I}1~!]J_ __________________________ _ 

8702 **2eO*EEXP+fYFIT*TIMECI)I** 
8703 2.0, 

-----------87io--PuNcH-;i~H(-5;51----------------------------------------------

899o CONTINUE 
10000 DO 1U09 1=1,5 
10010 DO 1007 J=1t5 ----------1 oo 3o--1 ;:--(.-.:j-,--foo -f,-1oo-i~·roo5 ___ --------------------------------
10050 H(I,JJ=HCJtll ·-------- .. i o cfio--Pli~k-ti ;t=t-c T ;j-; -,-f ;-:r~-----------------------------------------
10090 CONTINUE 
10110 PUNCHtAtBETAtFREQtTOPtDKFRQ 
11110 GO TO 25 -----------2os_o_ENb-----------------------------------------------------------
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4. N BY N MATRIX INVERSION 

This program was written to invert the error matrix, but works on 

any square matrix up to a 9 by 9. Larger matrices could be provided for 

if the COMPUTED GO TO were given more branches. 

In;eut Data 

A 

BETA 

FREQ 

TOP 

DKFRQ 

N 

H (I) 

Output Data 

These constants play no role in the program, and 

may be punched with any identifying information. 

= order of the N BY N matrix . 

= elements of the matrix to be inverted, 1n row-by-row 

order, one element per card. 

Statement 445 punches the elements H (I) of the original matrix, the 
2 

index I, and the elements G (I) of the inverted matrix, row by row, on N 

cards. 

Next, the A - DKFRQ identification is punched. 

General Operation 

In order to store the matrices properly (where 

was necessary to give the matrices the single index I. 

N is variable), it 
2 

1 ~I~ N . This 

should cause no trouble; all matrices are read and punched row-wise, one 

element per card. 

The program fails if any diagonal matrix element is zero in the 

matrix to be inverted. In practice, such a matrix may still be handled, 

~, simply by replacing diagonal zeroes by f, where ~, = 10-
20 

x (smallest 

nonzero element). The program also fails if det ~ = 0, since the matrix 

is then singular. 

The program will invert any number of matrices, returning after 

each inversion to statement 6 to read A - DKFRQ and start the next inversion. 

j 
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COOOOO N BY N MATRIX INVERSION:--------------------------COOOUO --- ----
50 DIMENSION G!8l JtBI9)tHC81 

·------- ----- ·6o- READ, ·A··-BETA, ·,:R·E·Q; Toi:'-.-oKFRa·- · ----------------------------
70 READtN . -------------eo- -NN·~·N:.N---- ---- -·---- ... -- .. -------------------------------------

-----:.3 0 1_9_[)_0 3 4 5 I = 1 '-~ N 
3450 READt HCI ) 

150 DO 35 I=ltNN ------------ .. 25 0 .. G-·(-- I j -~-H ,. 'i- ,. - .. -- ---- .. -------------------------------------
350 CONTINUE ----------- ... 43·a-··P"uNcH- ;·rii -· ---···- ··--- .. ······ -·· ------ . -------------------------------

2000 GO TO C20lt202t203t204t205t ----...:iou1z o 6, 2 o 1, 2 ua, 2 o9T;;r--·..:;.::;..:__, ----------
2010 KK=OlOOUlOlOl · 

----------- .. . .... ·-- -·. ---- . -- ------- -· -------- -r-· ---------------------------------------GO TO 40 
2020 KK=0200020101 . -----------. . . ... ·-GO ... TO. -40 ... - .. . ··-- .. ---- ·- .. -- .. - -· .. ------------------------------

---------...:2030 KK=030UU30101 
. GO TO 40 

____________ 204Q _ KK.=:04_9_09~9JO 1 ________ .. ________ ---------------------------- _ 
GO TO 40 

2050 KK=0500050101 . --------------- --cfo- ref -40---- ..... ----------------------------------------------

2060 KK=060UU60 lQ}_· ------------------------.:......... 
GO TO 40 

2070 KK=070UU70101 --------------- --G·o- ref-40---- -·---- ------ ------·-- ------------------------------
. 2080 KK=080008010l ·----------- .. - .. ---Go- r·o -40 ____ ---- __ .. ___ ------- --·-------------------------------

2090 KK=0900090101 
400 KKK=XMIRFCKKJ 

4010 DO 445 l=ltNN 
. -----------44 5 (f -PUNCH 9H1 Y -- i ~ T,-- ·-en---~-,----------------------------------

1000 PUNCHtAtBETAtFREQtTOPtDKFRQ 
--------------h------------------------------~----------------------------------570 GO TO 6 

600 END 

-----------------------~-----------------------------------~--------------------

• 
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The program must have a matrix inversion subroutine (here called 

by XMIRF (KK) ) built in during compilation. 

D. Spin Flip for Nonconcentric Orbits 

In the design of this experiment, spin flip of muons in nonconcentric 

orbits was a matter of some concern. If the amount of flip were found to 

depend strongly on the eccentricity of the muon orbits, the effect would be 

to decrease the observed (g-2) asymmetry. Fortunately, it turns out that 

the spin-flip angle is essentially independent of the eccentricity, as long as 

the orbit encircles the center flip rod, and as long as the flip pulse is 

adiabatic (slowly varying in time) with respect to the muon• s cyclotron 

period. 

To the extent that the flip pulse ~adiabatic, we may simply con

sider one complete cyclotron revolution of the muon, during which Bflip 

is nearly constant. It can be shown that Bflip as seen by the muon is not 

a function of the orbit eccentricity. 

To see this, consider a muon orbit of radius r, and let it be off 

center by a, as shown in Fig. 37. 

It is most convenient to use a coordinate system where the muon 

orbit is centered, and the solenoid flip-pulse rod is off center. First, 

note that Bflip over 0 ~ e ~ 2 n is in fact azimuthal; by symmetry 

(Bfl' ) for 0 ~ 8~TT =- (Bfl' ) for TT ~8 ~2TT, so that over the whole 1p r 1p r 
circle, (Bflip) r = 0 > Thus we have only to compute (Bflip) e over the orbit. 

If we define Bflip = BjP, we have, for a concentric orbit (a= 0), 

B 
r 

(84) 

For a nonconcentric orbit, 

B P cos 13 de . (85) 

Expressing P and 13 in terms of the single variable e, we obtain 

(86) 
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MU B-8653 

Fig. 3 7. Eccentric muon orbit in the solenoid. 
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and 

(87) 
0 

Substituting these values in the integral, we get 

TT 

-~5o {
_..!._ + 
2r 

2 } r -a d8 
2 2 

2r(a -2aPcos 8 + r ) 

2 

= ~+~ 2r TT 

2 2 
(r - a ) 

2r I ' 
where 

I= 
TT 

d8 

!a 2 2 
(a + r - 2ar cos e ) 

This is a standard integral, and 

Thus 

I = TT 

2 2 
r - a 

B 
(Bflip) e = r 

which is identical to the expression for concentric orbits. 

is the same for all orbits looping the flip rod. 

(89) 

(90) 

(91) 

(92) 

(88) 

As shown in Sec. II.B, the (g-2)fl spin precession in this frame of 

reference (the muon's cyclotron frame) is also adiabatic with respect to 

the muon's cyclotron period. In fact, the (g- 2) fl precession is less than 

1/2" in one muon cyclotron period. The angle of spin flip in one muon 

cyclotron period is then very nearly proportional to the average (Bflip)B , 

regardless of the eccentricity of the orbit. Thus, the total angle of spin 

flip is very nearly the same for concentric and nonconcentric muons, if 

the flip pulse is smooth and extends over several muon cyclotron periods. 

These conditions are fulfilled in the experiment. 
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